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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
India is categorized as one of the most disaster-prone countries in the world because of its geoclimatic conditions and a high degree of socio-economic vulnerability. During the last two
decades, as per the Em-dat, the international database for disasters, India has faced more than 700
disaster events, which include hydro-meteorological, geophysical, and man-made disasters. As
per a UNDRR publication, India suffered a whopping USD 79.5 billion economic loss due to
climate-related disasters in the last 20 years.1
At the national level, there is a declining trend in disaster mortality due to improvements in early
warning systems. Deaths due to cyclones and storms have reduced. Still, more than 2,000 people
died due to floods and heavy rains during 2018 and 2019.2 In addition to floods, local disasters
such as lightning and heat wave cause more than 2,000 deaths every year. Instead of large-scale
human deaths in big disasters, we see a trend of dispersed deaths across small disasters in
different parts of the country.

1.2 Hazard, Vulnerability and Risk Exposure in the Indian Context
Almost the entire country is exposed to multiple hazards. Hazard is defined as the probability of
experiencing a certain intensity of hazard (eg. earthquake, cyclone etc) at a specific location and
is usually determined by an historical or user-defined scenario, probabilistic hazard assessment,
or other method.3
India has five seismic zones, extending from Zone V which is seismically most active to Zone I.
More than 58.6 per cent of the landmass is prone to earthquakes of moderate to very high
intensity. Floods are the most frequent hazard, with many states experiencing it on annual basis.
Over 40 million hectares (12%) of its land is prone to floods and river erosion. Droughts have
also become very frequent, with 68 percent of cultivable area vulnerable to drought. India has a
long coast line on both the eastern and western side. Close to 5,700 km, out of the 7,516 km.
long coastline, is prone to cyclones. Its hilly areas are at risk from landslides and avalanches.
Most of the states also deal with smaller disasters which include lightning, heat wave, hailstorm,
cloudburst, etc. Moreover, India is also vulnerable to Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear (CBRN) emergencies and other man-made disasters.4
All the regions of India are exposed to risks of natural hazards. The Himalayan states experience
earthquakes, landslides, floods and other mountain hazards such as GLOFs and avalanches.
States, which have major river basins, both in the Northern and Peninsular India, suffer losses
almost every year due to floods and inundation. The States on the eastern coast are seriously
affected by cyclones. A large area of northern India, particularly the state of Rajasthan and many
Western and Southern states such as Gujarat, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Telangana, experience
1CRED and UN1SDR, Economic Losses, Poverty and Disasters 1998-2017
2 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1007056/india-number-of-deaths-due-to-natural-disasters/
3 https://www.preventionweb.net/risk/disaster-risk
4 https://ndma.gov.in/en/vulnerability-profile.html

drought on a regular basis, which cause water shortages, crop losses and rural distress. The North
eastern States also have a similar hazard profile as the Himalayan states, except that Assam
experiences riverine floods on a massive scale every year.
When these hazards affect areas and populations which are vulnerable, disaster events are
triggered. It is the level of vulnerability which determines the impact of hazards. Vulnerability
refers to the extent to which an individual, household or community is likely to suffer damage or
disruption by the impact o f a hazard event. It is socio-economic conditions which determine the
levels of vulnerability and could be measured with different indicators, such as levels of poverty,
lack of literacy and education, homelessness, etc. If certain individuals, households or
communities do not fare well on these indicators, they are likely to experience a greater impact of
hazard events.
The geographical area, population and the level of development of different geo-climatic regions
and the increasing populations determine risk exposure and explain the distribution of disaster
impacts across the country. Risk Exposure represents the stock of property and infrastructure
within a particular region exposed to a hazard. States and cities which are growing faster and have
accumulated more economic assets and infrastructure have a greater risk exposure. The risk
exposure determines the level of damage and loss when a hazard event occurs.

1.3 External Drivers of Disaster Risks
Disasters are sometimes considered external shocks caused by hazards, but disaster risk results
from the complex interaction between development processes that generate conditions of hazard,
vulnerability and exposure. Disaster risk is therefore considered as the combination of the
severity and frequency o f a hazard, the numbers of people and assets exposed to the hazard, and
their vulnerability to damage.5
Disaster risks are a dynamic phenomenon and they can change very rapidly as a result of the
evolving nature of hazard, vulnerability and exposure. These constituent elements of a disaster are
influenced by a number o f factors, known as risk drivers. Poverty and inequality, climate change,
unplanned urbanization, and environmental degradation are considered important risk drivers. In
India, these risk drivers have contributed to a very high level of disaster risk.
Poverty is both a driver and consequence of disasters, and the processes that further disaster risk
related poverty are permeated with inequality.6 Disasters may affect poverty directly in many
ways. Even when losses from disasters are small on average, some victims may lose everything
during an event, including their health and, in the case of children, their chances of escaping
poverty through education.7 The poor are more at risk due to their houses and settlements located
in unsafe locations, or their livelihoods threatened by disasters. The poorer groups find it difficult
to recover from disasters, as they find it difficult to rebuild their houses or livelihoods.
When poorer communities suffer disproportionately due to a depletion of their assets, the income
inequality within the disaster-affected area widens further. While it happens at the household and
5 Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction 2015
6 http s ://www.preventionweb.net/risk/povertv-inequalitv
7 Hallegatte, Stephane, Adrien Vogt-Schilb, Mook Bangalore, and Julie Rozenberg. 2017. Unbreakable:
Building the Resilience of the Poor in the Face of Natural Disasters, p. 71.
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community levels, the inequality could also increase at the regional levels. The eastern regions of
India which suffer disasters on a frequent basis have a lower per capita income compared to other
regions where the impact of disasters is not so severe.

Climate change impacts in India have led to significant warming in recent decades. Mean
temperature has increased by 0.2° per decade for the period 1971-2007. Due to warming, the
extreme rainfall events have increased.8 Intra-seasonal distribution of rainfall too has changed
considerably, causing huge impacts. Monsoon rains arrive late, and hence the rainfall in the
month of June has reduced. In July, the average rainfall has increased, followed by a reduction in
the month of August. In September, when the monsoon recedes, the rainfall has increased
considerably. An increased variability in the distribution of rainfall across the rainy season has
caused floods and droughts in many states with a regular frequency and introduced serious
uncertainties in crop cycle.
India’s cities are growing very fast. Over the last decade, urbanization in India has increased by
almost 4 percent. About 35 percent of India’s population lives in the cities. As the cities grow,
they also lead to the expansion of paved, impermeable areas, which prevent rain from being
absorbed by the soil thereby increasing flood hazard, particularly in low-lying areas. The most
vulnerable groups, typically living in poverty, tend to settle and build homes in low-lying areas.
The urban poor are particularly vulnerable to floods due to their location within cities.9
The growth of cities have not been supported through development of adequate housing and
infrastructure. A lack of infrastructure, unsafe housing, and poor public health services can make
the cities disaster-prone. For example, poor solid waste management can cause blockage to storm
water and sewage networks that can lead to water logging and flooding. Encroachments on water
bodies within the city leads to water shortages. Lack of access to safe housing with good
provision for water, sanitation, health care and education affects the capacity of urban residents to
recover.
Degradation of natural environment has increased disaster risks across the country. Such
degradation includes pollution of environmental resources e.g. water, land and air or the reduction
of forests cover, wetlands and water bodies, mangrove destruction, and lack of water flow in the
rivers. Disappearing mangroves can increase the impact of cyclones and storm surges, as denuded
hillsides can increase water run-off and result in landslides.
A loss of forests cover in the catchment area leads to greater siltation in the rivers, which causes
river beds to rise and reduces their carrying capacities. It rapidly increases the level of flooding
and inundation, as was seen when the heavy rains in 2013 triggered devastating floods and
landslides in the state of Uttarakhand. In 2014, when floods inundated Kashmir, encroachments
were blamed for diminishing the holding capacity of lakes and other water bodies, aggravating
the impact of the heavy rains.
Indiscriminate construction on the riverbanks prevent flood waters to spread. It increases water
level and aggravates the flooding. While heavy rains in Kerala caused the flooding in 2018,
construction of houses and flats on the riverbanks did contribute to the scale of floods.
8 National Disaster Management Plan, 2019
9 https://www.preventionweb.net/risk/poorly-planned-managed-urban-development
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While India has made rapid strides in economic development and poverty alleviation, the course
o f development has generated new risks. Unregulated construction and unplanned settlement in
cities and towns have increased the vulnerability of these settlements to different types of risks.
Urban flooding has become a regular feature of the Indian cities. Similarly, non-enforcement of
building codes have also made the houses prone to earthquakes and unsafe. Developments in
coastal zones and floodplains have increased the risk of prolonged flooding and inundation.
Overdrawing ground water has depleted the ground water level to such an extent that recharging
ground water would be very difficult.
1.4 Need for Mitigation Measures
If there are external drivers of risks, which arise through many development activities, they need
to be addressed through appropriate interventions. Known as mitigation measures, they are an
important part o f disaster management cycle. While development must continue such as
construction of infrastructure and houses, the risks arising from these activities could be reduced
considerably through hazard-resistant construction technology.
The term ‘mitigation’ refers to reducing the adverse impact of a physical or man-made hazard.
Hazard events cannot always be prevented fully. However, their impact could be reduced
substantially by various strategies and measures, which are known as mitigation measures. These
measures differ for different hazards. The scale of these measures would also be different for
different communities and areas. These measures could be structural (construction of a protection
structure, retrofitting of buildings, etc.) and non-structural (building by-laws, codes, land use
plan, etc.). In most o f the situations, mitigation is not a single solution measure, but it includes a
combination of structural and non-structural solutions.
1.5 Disaster Management Act, 2005.
The Disaster Management Act, 2005 recognizes the importance of mitigation through introducing
relevant provisions in the Act. If these provisions are implemented, mitigation would be
established as an integral component of disaster management.
The DM Act includes mitigation as one of the key functions of Disaster Management Authorities
at the national, state and district levels. In addition, these Authorities need to review development
plan and ensure the integration of mitigation in these plans. As per the Act, the Disaster
Management Authorities may also recommend provision of funds for mitigation.
The DM Act suggests that the National, State and District Disaster Management Plans should
include mitigation measures to reduce the effects of disasters. These Plans also seek to integrate
mitigation measures in development plans.
The DM Act stipulates that all the ministries and departments of the Central and State
governments as well as district-level agencies include mitigation in their development plans and
activities and allocate funds for these measures.
Section 47 and 48 of the DM Act lays down the provision for the constitution of National, State
and District Disaster Mitigation Funds. These provisions have been included to allocate resources
for the implementation of mitigation measures.
1.6 National Policy on Disaster Management
The National Policy on Disaster Management underscores the importance of mitigation in
disaster management functions. It states: “with mitigation measures along with proper planning
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of developmental work in the risk prone area, these hazards can be prevented from turning into
disasters. A multi-pronged approach needs to be adopted to undertake mitigation measures:
• Building mitigation measures into all development projects.
• Initiating of National level mitigation projects by the NDMA, in high priority areas, with the
help of the Central Ministries and Departments concerned and the States.
• Encouraging and assisting State level mitigation projects in accordance with the guidelines.
• Indigenous knowledge on disaster and coping mechanisms adopted by various States will be
given due weightage with special focus on protection of heritage structures.”10
1.7 National Disaster Management Plan and Guidelines
The National Disaster Management Plan refers to mitigation as a composite of structural and nonstructural measures. Structural measures include physical facilities and infrastructure which
reduce disaster risks, while non-structural measures refer to laws, regulations, and risk transfer
mechanisms, which enforce disaster-resilient planning. The National Plan suggests development
of techno-legal regime that facilitates mainstreaming disaster risk reduction into development
activities. The National Plan further advocates mainstreaming disaster risk reduction into poverty
and socio-economic development efforts through identifying several areas.
In addition to the National Plan, the NDMA has issued 30 Guidelines on different types of
hazards, which include natural and man-made hazards. These guidelines include many
recommendations on hazard-specific mitigation measures, which need to be implemented by the
States. The implementation of these measures at the grassroots level would require commitment
of financial and technical resources.

1.8 Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (2015-2030) is a global framework, to which
India has signed and undertaken to implement. The Sendai Framework has four specific priorities
for action:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Understanding disaster risk;
Strengthening disaster risk governance to manage disaster risk;
Investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience; and
Enhancing disaster preparedness for effective response, and to "Build Back Better" in
recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction.

The priority “investing in disaster risk reduction for resilience” is directly related to mitigation.
As India would implement the Sendai framework, it is important to develop interventions around
this priority and implement it at the national, state and district levels. India’s achievement of
targets set under the Sendai framework would thus depend upon investment in mitigation
measures.

1.9 15* Finance Commission Recommendations

10
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https://ndma.gov.in/images/guidelines/national-dm-Dolicv2009.pdf.
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2009,

p.
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The 15th Finance Commission, which is tasked with allocating resources for disaster risk
management at the Central and State levels, through its interim report for the year 2020-21 has
made the following recommendations:
(i)

Mitigation funds shall be set up at both national and state levels in the form of a NDMF
and State Disaster Mitigation Funds (SDMF), in accordance with the Disaster Management
Act.

(ii) These mitigation funds shall be used for those local level and community-based
interventions which reduce the risks and promote environment-friendly settlements and
livelihood practices. However, large-scale mitigation interventions such as construction of
coastal walls, flood embankments, support for drought resilience etc. should be pursued
through regular development schemes and not from the mitigation fund.
The Finance Commission has also recommended that the detailed guidelines for the constitution
and utilisation o f these funds shall be issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs, in consultation
with National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA). These funds should be supervised by the
NDMA at the national level and State Disaster Management Authorities (SDMAs) at the state
level as per the Act.
1.10 Establishment of the Mitigation Fund at National and State Level
As enunciated in the legislation, policy and frameworks as discussed above, the Mitigation Funds
are set up at the national and state levels. As per the recommendations of the 15th Finance
Commission, the NDMF and SDMFs consist of 20 percent of the National Disaster Risk
Management Fund (NDRMF), and State Disaster Risk Management Fund (SDRMF),
respectively. The Finance Commission has allocated resources for both the National Disaster
Mitigation Fund and State Disaster Mitigation Funds.
1.11 Linkage to the District Disaster Mitigation Funds
Section 48 o f the Disaster Management Act, 2005 provides for setting up the District Disaster
Response and Mitigation Funds. However, the States have not yet set up the district-level funds.
As the Finance Commission recommendations specifically advocate for local level and
community-based interventions, it is necessary to activate District Disaster Mitigation Fund. The
disbursement and utilization of mitigation fund at the district level would ensure capacity
building, increased resilience and risk reduction at the community level.
1.12 Purpose and Scope of Mitigation Guidelines
The objective o f these guidelines is to support the National, State, and District Disaster
Management Authorities to utilize the resources available with Mitigation Funds as per Section
47 and 48 of the Disaster Management Act, 2005. Drawing upon various guidelines and
frameworks prepared by the NDMA, the Mitigation Guidelines sets out key principles and
policies o f mitigation programmes, lays down the procedure for approval and disbursement of
funds, and presents a hazard-wise list of mitigation measures. These mitigation measures reduce
damage to the assets, livelihoods, and natural resources thus creating a resilient community.
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The Mitigation guidelines aim to set up a national mitigation system. All the mitigation projects
developed and implemented would be part of the national mitigation system.
The Mitigation guidelines help all the institutions, agencies, NGOs, experts and practitioners in
developing mitigation projects and applying for funds. The guidelines explain the concept of
mitigation, types of mitigation measures, the process of application, and implementation
modalities. The guidelines propose monitoring and evaluation arrangements and accountability
measures.

The Mitigation guidelines are applicable to:
- All disasters recognized under the norms of the National and/ or State Disaster Response Fund
- Any potential natural or human-induced hazard or disastrous events deemed to be incorporated
for mitigation by National and / or State Disaster Management Authority.
As the Disaster Management Authorities acquire more experience in mitigation, the guidelines
will be updated. Along with the Mitigation Guidelines, the guidelines on other funding windows,
(a) Response; (b) Recovery and Reconstruction; and (c) Preparedness and Capacity-building are
prepared. Due care has been taken to ensure that these Guidelines are complementary to each
other, and do not create any significant overlap.
The guidelines are organized in xxx chapters. The first three chapters deal with the conceptual
and policy aspects of mitigation. The remaining chapters deal with operational details of the
Mitigation Funds.
The Mitigation Guidelines are operational from the date of its approval by the NDMA, and will
be remain in operation till further notification.
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Chapter 2 Definitions
The definitions mentioned below are applicable in the context of disaster mitigation:
Capacities: The combination of all the strengths, attributes and resources available within a
community, society or organization that can be used to achieve agreed goals.
Capacity Development: The process by which people, organizations and society systematically
stimulate and develop their capacities over time to achieve social and economic goals, including
through improvement o f knowledge, skills, systems, and institutions.
Climate Change Adaptation: In human systems, the process of adjustment to actual or expected
climate and its effects to moderate harm or exploit beneficial opportunities. In natural systems,
the process of adjustment to actual climate change and its effects; human intervention may
facilitate adjustment to expected climate change (IPCC 2012).
Climate Change: A change in the state o f the climate that can be identified (e.g., by using
statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties and that persists for
an extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate change may be due to natural internal
processes or external forces, or to persistent anthropogenic changes in the composition of the
atmosphere or land use (IPCC 2012).
Critical Facilities: The primary physical structures, technical facilities and systems which are
socially, economically or operationally essential to the functioning of a society or community,
both in routine circumstances and in the extreme circumstances of an emergency.
Disaster Management Authorities: The authorities created under the Disaster Management Act,
2005 at national, state and district levels. These authorities are responsible for

p l a n n in g

coordinating and implementing the disaster management measures per the guidelines laid down in
the Act.
Disaster Management Cycle:

It is a continuous process that moves through four temporal

phases: a. Mitigation (the reduction or elimination of future risk); b. Preparedness (a practised
state of readiness to respond); c. Response (an immediate reaction or relief that saves lives); and
d. Recovery (the process o f repair and restoration).
Disaster Risk Management: The systematic process of using administrative directives,
organizations, and operational skills and capacities to implement strategies, policies and improved
coping capacities to lessen the adverse impacts of hazards and the possibility of disaster.
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Disaster Risk: The potential disaster losses, in lives, health status, livelihoods, assets and
services, which could occur to a particular community or a society in future.
D isaster: As p e r the National Disaster Management Act, 2005, "disaster” means a
catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in any area, arising from natural or
hum an-m ade causes, or by accident or negligence which results in substantial loss of life or
human suffering o r damage to, and destruction of, property, or damage to, or degradation
of, environm ent, and is of such a nature or magnitude as to be beyond the coping capacity of
the comm unity of the affected area.
Early Warning Systems: The set of capacities needed to generate and disseminate timely and
meaningful warning information to enable individuals, communities and organizations threatened
by a hazard to prepare and to act appropriately and insufficient time to reduce the possibility of
harm or loss.
Exposure: The situation of people, infrastructure, housing, production capacities and other
tangible human assets located in hazard-prone areas.
Hazard: A hazard is a process, phenomenon or human activity that may cause loss of life, injury
or other health impacts, property damage, social and economic disruption or environmental
degradation. Hazards may be natural, anthropogenic or socio-natural in origin (UNISDR, 2016).
Hazardous Event: The manifestation of a hazard in a particular place during a particular period.
Land-Use Planning: The process is undertaken by public authorities to identify, evaluate and
decide on different options for the use of land, including consideration of long term economic,
social and environmental objectives and the implications for different communities and interest
groups, and the subsequent formulation of publishing plans that describe the permitted or
acceptable uses.
Reconstruction: The medium- and long-term rebuilding, sustainable restoration of resilient
critical infrastructures, services, housing, facilities and livelihoods required for the full
functioning of a community or a society affected by a disaster, aligning with the principles of
sustainable development and “build back better”, to avoid or reduce future disaster risk.
Rehabilitation: The restoration of basic services and facilities for the functioning of a
community or a society affected by a disaster.
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Resilience: The ability o f a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb,
accommodate, adapt to, transform and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and
efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic
structures and functions.
Retrofitting: Reinforcement or upgrading o f existing structures to become more resistant and
resilient to the damaging effects of hazards.
Risk Transfer: The process of formally or informally shifting the financial consequences of
particular risks from one party to another, whereby a household, community, enterprise or State
Authority will obtain resources from the other party after a disaster occurs, in exchange for
ongoing or compensatory social or financial benefits provided to that other party.
Vulnerabilities: The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental
factors or processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets or
systems to the impacts of hazards.
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Chapter 3 Disaster Mitigation: Conceptual
Framework
3.1 Overview
Disaster Management in India is geared towards bringing a paradigm shift. The relief centric
approach of the past is effectively being replaced by a more proactive, holistic and integrated
approach for Disaster Risk Reduction.11 The traditional view of disaster management considered
disasters as a temporary disruption in the development process. Such an approach demands
significant investment into humanitarian relief work followed by recovery and rehabilitation of
the affected communities. On the other hand, the contemporary approach of Disaster
Management utilizes a systematic methodology to identify, assess and reduce all kinds of risks
associated with hazards and human activities.
With rapid development, the nature of risk is also evolving. It has, therefore, become critical that
we adopt appropriate strategies to reduce these risks and create safer living conditions for people.
Such strategies will require a broader enquiry into the history and nature of disasters, risks
associated with diverse social groups and local understanding.
The development of disaster mitigation strategies demands a thorough understanding of concepts
such as hazards, risks, vulnerabilities and capabilities of communities involved is required. It also
requires an understanding of disaster mitigation as part of development processes, disaster
management cycle and its relationship with other phases like preparedness or recovery. This
chapter besides providing details of these concepts will also emphasize the commonalities and
differences between disaster mitigation, climate change mitigation and adaptation.
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National Disaster Management Plan, 2019. A publication of the National Disaster

Management Authority, Government of India. November 2019, New Delhi.
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Box 1: Understanding Hazard, Risk, Vulnerability, Exposure and Capacity

Risk
Establishing a robust understanding of'w hat risks are?1is important before aiming at reducing or eliminating
them. Generally, "risk” is defined as the expected value of losses (deaths, injuries, property, etc) that would be
caused by a hazard in a given period of time. Risks are located at the point where hazards, communities and
environments interact and require effective risk management to address all of these aspects. Also, it is not
fixed but a continuum in constant evolutioa

Hazards
'Potentially damaging physical event phenomenon and/or human activity, which may cause loss of life or
injury, property damage, sodal and economic disruption or environmental degradation.' Hazards may be
single, sequential or combined in their origin and effects called Multiple-Hazards.

Types of Hazards
(Sendai framework for DRR 2015-2030)
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Exposure
A community's hazard exposure is
determined by the geographical
location of its people and the events
that threaten their lives. Population
growth, migration, urbanization
and economic development leads
to concentration of people and
economic assets in areas exposed
to hazards CUNISDR, 2009b). Past
disasters also drive exposure by
pushing people out from their lands
towards unsafe areas. As a result,
exposure transforms over time and
from region to region.
Capacity
Capacity refers to "the combination
of all die strengths, attributes and
resources available within an
organization, community or society
to manage and reduce disaster
risks and strengthen resilience*. It
may
include
infrastructure,
institutions, human knowledge and
skills, and collective attributes such
as social relationships, leadership
and management
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Vulnerability
The characteristics of an individual or community and their condition
that influence their ability to predict, cope with, resist and recover
from the impact of a hazard represent Vulnerability. Here, the terra
is used to identify those who are more at risk - the ones who are at
the Svorse' end of die spectrum. The different types of vulnerabilities
are:
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3.2 Principal Hazards in India
India is subjected to different types of hazards. It is critically important for both the public and
the private sector to be aware of the kinds of threats that are most common in their geographic
14
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region and accordingly, prepare before the occurrence of such hazards. With such awareness of
hazards, members of different communities get a chance to be fully educated and engaged as to
how they might be affected by such events. This section highlights the predominant hazards that
threaten our country. It may be noted that this is not an exhaustive list, as hazards like lightning
and thunderstorm do lead to loss of lives and injuries every year and there is a substantive scope
for structural and non-structural mitigation projects to address the challenge.
3.2.1 Earthquake
Earthquakes cause a remarkable impact on people by causing severe destruction. It has the
potential of inflicting high costs in the form o f casualties, injuries, and enormous physical damage
if it occurs close to an urban area.
India has been divided into four seismic zones and as per the maximum intensity of earthquake
expected of these, zone V is considered the most active which comprises whole of North-east
India, the northern portion of Bihar, Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, J&K, Gujarat and Andaman
& Nicobar Islands.12 5 major earthquakes that have struck India in recent past are Assam, 1950
(M 8.6), Bihar, 1934 (M 8.1), Gujarat, 2001 (M 7.7), Maharashtra, 1993 (M 6.4), Uttarkashi,
1991 (M 6.4).
3.2.2 Floods
Floods are one of the most common, recurring hazard events in India. Almost every year, some
part of the country or the other is affected by the floods of varying magnitude.13 Two major floods
that occurred in India in the recent past are the Floods of 2013 which affected Uttarakhand,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Karnataka, Kerala, Gujarat, West Bengal provinces and
the 2019 floods that affected Bihar, Assam, Maharashtra, Kerala, Rajasthan, West Bengal,
Karnataka, Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Odisha.
1M inistries o f Government of India. “DRAFT NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT
PLAN Part - II, Disaster Mitigation, Response and Function Plans.” Ministry of Home Affairs,
Government o f India, Pg. 2&
i3Ministries o f Government of India. “DRAFT NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT
PLAN Part - II, Disaster Mitigation, Response and Function Plans.” Ministry of Home Affairs,
Government of India, Pg. 33
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3.2.3 Cyclone
India with a coastline of 7517 kilometres, is highly vulnerable to cyclones. On the east coast, four
States namely Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Odisha and West Bengal and one UT, Puducherry
and Gujarat on the west coast are more vulnerable than all the other coastal states and UTs. On an
average, 5-6 cyclones hit the Bay o f Bengal and the Arabian Sea each year, out of which 2-3 are
severe. Two cyclones ‘Amphan’ and ‘Nisarga’ affected the east coast and west coast in 2020. A
major cyclone ‘Ockhi’ occurred in 2017 ravaged the states of Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil
Nadu and Lakshadweep Islands. In 2013, Cyclone ‘Phailin’ had hit Orissa, Andhra Pradesh,
Jharkhand, Bihar, West Bengal, Chhattisgarh provinces. Similarly, in 2014, Cyclone ‘Hudhud’
had hit Andhra Pradesh, Orissa and Chhattisgarh.14
3.2.4 Landslides
In India, at least 15% o f the land area is affected by landslides. Majorly the landslides in India
occur during monsoons or due to earthquakes. Construction of roads in the mountains also causes
frequent landslides in India. In 2014, the village of Mailin in Pune suffered a massive landslide
that impacted the entire village and surrounding areas. Similarly, the state of Assam was severely
affected by landslides in 2015.
3.2.5 Urban Floods
Urban flooding is a major problem in many parts of the world and is a common event which takes
place every year, especially in the coastal cities. As it is a natural hazard, avoiding it is not
possible; however, the damage that occurs due to this type of flooding can be prevented by proper
flood mitigation strategy. There has been a constant rise in the urban floods across cities in India
including Chennai (2004, 2010, 2015), Srinagar (2014), Jamshedpur (2008), Kolkata (2007),
Bangalore (2005,2017), Surat (2006), Mumbai (2005,2017), Delhi (2002, 2003), and Ahmedabad
( 2001).

3.2.6 Drought
In India, 74.6 million hectares of land comprising of 971 blocks of 183 districts, is affected by
droughts. The droughts in 2002 had severe ramifications on states including Uttar Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, Karnataka, Kerala, Nagaland, Orissa,
14 University catholique de Louvain (UCL), “EM-DAT: The Emergency Events Database.”
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Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.
Similarly in 2015, the drought-affected Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan, Jharkhand, Assam, Andhra
Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Maharashtra, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Telangana, Jharkhand and Odisha. The drought of 2018 severely affected Karnataka and
Maharashtra.
3.2.7 Soil Erosion
In the last 150 years, half of the topsoil on the planet has been lost. The effects of soil erosion go
beyond the loss of fertile land. It has led to increased pollution and sedimentation in streams and
rivers, clogging these waterways and causing declines in fish and other species. Degraded lands
are also often less able to hold onto water, which can worsen flooding. Sustainable land use can
help to reduce the impacts of agriculture and livestock, preventing soil degradation and erosion
and the loss of valuable land to desertification.
3.2.8 Heat Wave
In, India heatwaves can be observed during the summer season from March to the onset of
monsoons in July. The intensity and frequency of heatwaves have been increasing in India with
each passing year and this has been related to the phenomenon of climate change15. Along with
physical problems of heatstroke, cramps and exhaustion, they also cause stress in the regions they
impact. Andhra Pradesh was affected by a heatwave in 2002 during which several people died. In
2019, the temperature in Rajasthan went up to 50 degrees Celsius16 resulting in a heatwave that
was estimated to have lasted over a. month.
3.2.9 Cold Wave
Apart from southern India, the whole nation is affected by the cold wave, especially the
Himalayan states. The biggest challenge of cold waves is crop failure which affects many people.

l5Heat Wave - National Disaster Management Authority,” https://ndma.gov.in/en/2013-05-03-0806-02/di saster/natural-disaster/h eat-wave.html.
16“India Reels as Summer Temperatures Touch 50C,” BBC News, June 3, 2019, sec. India,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-48495492.
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3.2.10 Chemical Emergency and Industrial Disasters
Classified as human-induced disasters, some of the industrial disasters that have occurred in India
are Dhanbad Coal Mine Disaster in 1965, Bhopal Gas Tragedy in 1984 which was caused by a
leak o f methyl isocyanate, NTPC Power Plant Boiler Explosion in 2017 and styrene gas leak at
Visakhapatnam, 2020.
3.2.11 Nuclear and Radiological Emergencies
Despite being a low probability event, one must be prepared to face nuclear/radiological
emergencies o f lower magnitudes and ensure that the impact of such an emergency (which, for a
given magnitude, is likely to be much greater today because of higher population densities
coupled with an enhanced urban infrastructure due to economic prosperity) is always kept under
control.
3.2.12 Oil Spill
The spilt oil that reaches coasts affects different geographic ecosystems in a varied manner and
may require different cleaning activities. The incidents of an oil spill in India include the 2010
Mumbai oil spill; 2011 Mumbai-Uran pipeline leak; 2017 Ennore oil spill and the most recent oil
spill that occurred in Baghjan, Assam in 2020 damaging the biodiversity of the region.
3.3 Endemics and Pandemics
India has faced many pandemics over the years. Examples include the Spanish flu in 1918 called
the Bombay flu, Swine Flu in 2012 and the ongoing COVID-19.
3.4 Disaster Management Cycle
The Disaster Management Cycle comprises of four elements - Mitigation, Prevention, Response
and Recovery.

One half o f the cycle is constituted by mitigation and preparedness which

generally occur before a disaster while response and recovery complete the other half of the
sequence (Figure 1) and by definition are only possible in the aftermath of a disastrous event.
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Figure 1. Disaster Management Cycle
The Disaster Management Act, 2005 defines mitigation as "measures aimed at reducing the
risk, impact o r effects of a disaster or threatening disaster situation”. Mitigation measures
can be both structural and non-structural (such as flood defences and shelterbelt
plantations). Preparedness, on the other hand, can be defined as a state of readiness to
respond to a disaster. Training and public education are the most common preparedness
activities which are very effective a t ensuring that people know what to do before and
during the disaster.17
3.5 Importance of Disaster Mitigation
Disaster Mitigation is vital for sustainable disaster risk management. This is because the
strategies that are targeted strictly towards post-disaster response tend to be costlier than those
accounting for pre-disaster opportunities.

17A. Bullock, George D. Haddow, and Damon P. Coppola, “Mitigation, Prevention, and
Preparedness,” Introduction to Homeland Security, 2013, 435-94, https://doi.org/10.1016/B9780-12-415802-3.00010-5.
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Several assessments have shown that impact o f disasters is high because of accumulated risks
(e.g. marginalized communities living close to riverbanks, decaying infrastructure of schools etc.)
that persist within the current development paradigm or are systematically ignored because of
limitations o f funds, policies etc. The significance of disaster mitigation arises from the fact that
any effort in pre-empting the occurrence of disasters, reducing exposure to the hazard and
reducing the vulnerabilities through a systematic process will significantly reduce the demand for
resources towards disaster response or recovery.

Picture 1 : School building located in the hazard-prone area.
3.6 Disaster Mitigation and Development
It is important to consider exposure to hazards and the consequences of disasters while planning
development policies. The government bodies accountable for setting development priorities and
planning should be fully aware of the impact of natural and human-made hazards on societies and
economies.18 However, to assume that mitigation strategies are always incorporated into
development programs will not always be correct.
I8http://www.nzdl.org/gsdlmod?e=d-00000-00—off-0aedl--00-0— 0-10-0—0—0direct-10—4—
-0 -0 1 - 1 l-en-50—20-about—00-0-1 -00-0-4— 0-0-11-10-0utfZz-810&cl=CL1.3&d=HASH68c99b49db2847ff4206b4.7.3.2&gt=1.
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Mitigation, on the other hand, is a strong disaster risk management strategy that takes into
account the external shocks against which the people and their livelihoods are required to be
protected. These strategies have a special focus on the lives and livelihoods of the poor, who, due
to rapid urbanization, have become more vulnerable (UNDP, 2004).19 Therefore, the mitigation
projects proposed activities should have long-term DRR impact in the region and take into
account the impact on the most vulnerable sections of society.
3.7 Disaster Mitigation and Climate Change Mitigation
Global agreements are consciously pushing for incorporating strong mitigation measures in
disaster management and climate change frameworks. The term mitigation, however, adopts a
different approach when seen through the lens of climate change and reflects differently when
understood in the context of disaster risk management. The stakeholders and practitioners must
understand the difference.
As per the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC), climate change mitigation is
defined as “a human measure to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases.” It
affects the frequency and severity of only weather-related hazards. The instances of climate
change mitigation measures are reduction or curbing the emission of greenhouse gases.20
The objective of disaster mitigation measures, on the other hand, is to reduce the risks associated
with all types o f hazards - natural and human-induced. These measures may include seismic
retrofitting, reforestation aimed at landslide risk reduction, to name a few examples.

3.8 Disaster Mitigation and Climate Change Adaptation
Climate change and disasters are closely interconnected. A degraded ecosystem (e.g.
Deforestation) can increase the risk of a disaster (e.g. landslides) while the occurrence of a

19Lisa Schipper and Mark Pelling, “Disaster Risk, Climate Change and International
Development: Scope for, and Challenges to, Integration,” Disasters 30, no. 1 (2006): Pg 25.
20https://www.gfdrr.org/sites/gfdrr/files/publication/GFDRR DRM and CCA ECA.pdfpg 5
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disaster can result in loss of lives and livelihoods. A disaster can also potentially damage the
environment leading to high exposure and vulnerability of the people.21
It is expected that climate change and variability will continue to “drive disaster risk, with
significant increases in the frequency, intensity, spatial extent and duration of extreme events.”22
Understanding the significant overlap between the problems that disaster mitigation and climate
change adaptation seek to address, a clear mandate has been provided by the Sendai Framework
and the Paris Agreement on climate change for better coherence in approaches to climate change
adaptation and disaster mitigation.2324

C lim a te ch ang e a d a p ta tio n

D is a s te r risk re du ction

Figure 2. Relationship between Climate Change Adaptation and Disaster Risk Reduction24

21Proact Network, “Climate Change Adaptation And Disaster Risk Reduction Policy Paper,” 200
22Ibid
23“Common Ground Between the Paris Agreement and the Sendai Framework: Climate Change
Adaptation

and

Disaster

Risk

Reduction

|

OECD

ILibrary,”

https://www.oecd-

ilibrarv.org/sites/3edc8d09-en/index.html?itemld=/content/publication/3edc8d09-en.
24Marilise Turnbull, Charlotte Sterrett, and Amy Hilleboe, Toward Resilience: A Guide to
Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation (Practical Action Publishing, 2013).
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In India, climate change and variability have increased the frequency and severity of hydro
meteorological hazards. The impact of these hydro-meteorological hazards could be moderated
through climate change adaptation. These adaptation measures may include water conservation,
plantations, diversified livelihoods, alternative cropping, and low carbon housing. The XV-FC
acknowledges the shared common ground between climate change adaptation and disaster
mitigation.
3.9 Disaster Mitigation Measures
Disaster Risk Reduction planning comprises o f all the actions taken to eliminate or reduce the risk
to life and property that includes both the existing structures and future construction, in the pre
and post-disaster scenario. This is achieved through regulations, land use, building practices and
mitigation projects that reduce or eliminate long-term risk from hazards and their effects. There
can be hundreds o f mitigation measures which can range from structural to non-structural
measures. It may be noted that for all practical purposes, the phrase ‘disaster mitigation’ is the
same as ‘disaster risk reduction’
3.9.1 Structural Mitigation Measures
Disaster mitigation builds capacity, in both its structural and non-structural forms. Structural
mitigation includes the physical adaptation measures undertaken at both institutional and
individual level to resist the impacts of disasters. UNDRR defines Structural Mitigation
measures as any physical construction to reduce or avoid possible impacts of hazards, or the
application of engineering techniques or technology to achieve hazard resistance and resilience
in structures or systems. Structural mitigation measures attempt to strengthen buildings to
better endure future disasters like cyclones and earthquakes. There are two ways of
accomplishing this: demolishing the existing the structure and rebuild to adapt new hazard
information, or it may be amended so that it resists the expected external force (retrofitting).25
Structural Mitigation Measures can be classified as.

Towards resilience; A Guide to Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation,
Turnbull et.al ,2013
25Bimal Kanti Paul, Environmental Hazards and Disasters: Contexts, Perspectives and
Management (John Wiley & Sons, 201 l).Pg 167
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a) Structure and Infrastructure Projects These measures involve modifying
existing structures and infrastructure to protect them from any structural
damages. This can be applied to public and private structure, critical facilities,
infrastructure and services. These measures can also involve projects to construct
manmade structures to reduce and impact of hazard; however, since the project
costs o f creating new infrastructure are very high, this kind of projects are
prohibited through mitigation fund and should be executed through regular
development discourse.
3.9.2 Non-Structural Mitigation Measures
Non-structural measures do not involve physical construction but use knowledge, practice
or agreement for DRR and impacts, in particular through policies and laws, public
awareness-raising, training and education (UNDRR). It is important to have an
amalgamation

of traditional

knowledge

with the technical

understanding

of

environmental processes. Non-structural measures can be categorised into the following
measures:
a) Local Planning and Regulations:

These measures help in localization of

mitigation concepts in a specific region or for a particular community. Local
Planning and regulations evolve from needs, aspiration and understanding of
local communities towards a particular hazard. These strategies can also look at
developing region/ location-specific codes, guidelines and projects. The 73rd and
74thamendment of Indian Constitution provides a strong foundation to implement
these strategies.
b) Building Codes and Laws: Building codes are a collection of laws, regulations,
ordinances, or other statutory requirements adopted by a governmental legislative
authority regarding the physical structure and/or construction of buildings. These
measures are designed in a way to ensure that structures resist the physical
impacts of disasters. Its primary application is to regulate new or proposed
construction. Such codes are not restricted only to structural design, but also
apply to methods and materials used for construction.
c) Insurance: In India, most of the losses suffered in disasters are not insured, for
reasons such as lack of knowledge about the availability of such covers, inability
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to buy the insurance and lack of interest. Although insurance has no control over
the actual disaster consequences, it can provide financial protection to people,
preventing negative economic hardship after a disaster. It allows for faster
rebuilding and recovery by providing funding and liquidity soon after the
disaster.26
d) Natural System Protection: These measures focus on the adoption of systems
that would preserve or restore the function of natural systems e.g. sedimentation
and erosion control, forest management, restoration of mangrove, restoration of
wetlands, lakes etc. Natural system protection can also be seen as active
measures to converge mitigation measures with climate change adaptations.
e) Education and Awareness Program: These measures involve informing and
educating citizen, elected officials, property owners and various other
stakeholders about hazards and importance of mitigation. It is often seen that the
efficacy of mitigation measures such as local planning, regulations and natural
system protection cannot be achieved without education, awareness and active
engagement of the stakeholder.
f)

A good mitigation project is a combination of both structural and non-structural
mitigation measures and it evolves with community participation and local
actions. A unique set of mitigation strategies are possible for each hazard and
disaster managers may choose the most effective strategy depending on its costs,
availability of funds and the projected cost-benefits of promoting certain
mitigation measures. Few hazard-specific mitigation measures are listed in
Annexure 2.

3.10 Mitigation Programme: Key Steps and Stakeholders
The frequency and severity of disaster during the recent decades and their impacts on poverty,
development and environment has brought a new focus on mitigation, which represents multiple
26“The Role of Natural Disaster Insurance in Recovery and Risk Reduction,” Risk Management
and Decision Processes Center (blog), May 7, 2019, https://riskcenter.wharton.upenn.edu/labnotes/the-role-of-natural-disaster-insurance-in-recovery-and-risk-reduction/.
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protective approaches to reducing these impacts. As reflected in the Disaster Management Act,
2005 and Disaster Management Policy, 2009, mitigation is an important responsibility of the
Disaster Management Authorities, which need to be pursued in coordination and partnership with
other development institutions. An important responsibility of the Disaster Management
Authorities as conferred by the DM Act, 2005 is to “recommend provision of funds for the
purpose o f mitigation”.
In the practice of disaster risk management, there are clear evidence of emphasis on a more
integrated and holistic risk management as part of development planning. In recent years,
financial and technical resources are being allocated to risk reduction activities from sources other
than response funds. There are large-scale mitigation projects being implemented in the country
for specific hazards such as cyclones, floods and earthquakes.
The Disaster Management Policy, 2009 recommends building mitigation measures into all
development projects, which include initiating national level mitigation projects by the NDMA in
high priority areas, with the help of the Central Ministries and Departments concerned and the
States and encouraging and assisting State level mitigation projects in accordance with the
guidelines.
If the mitigation represents an important area of disaster risk management, mitigation
programmes need to be formulated in a way that clearly demonstrates impact of risk reduction.
Such a programme formulation requires technical skills and proficiency which needs to be
encouraged and developed. Such a programme formulation requires a process which could vary
from one project to another, but there are four essential steps that need to be followed in every
programme:
3.10.1 Hazard Identification
Identifying the geographical area, assessing magnitude and severity of hazards, and estimating
the impacts, past and future, are the first step in developing such a programme. Hazard
information can be presented in several forms: people’s experiences, events database,
estimates o f damage and loss, hazard maps, and other evidence related to physical attributes of
hazards. It is important to recognize that hazards are central to mitigation programme, and the
programme formulation must present a case for reducing the impact of hazards. The focus on
hazards is what distinguishes a mitigation programme from a natural resource development or
environmental conservation programme.
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3.10.2 Vulnerability / Capacity Analysis
As we identify the hazard, it is equally important to determine who and what would be at risk
if the hazard event occurs, and how such an event affects the society and economy. Disasters
affect people in different ways, depending upon their socio-economic conditions. The
differential impact of disasters need to be analysed to identify the communities and
households which are most affected. Other elements of such an analysis are the patterns of
losses, how these losses determine the levels of poverty, and how communities face other
aspects o f deprivation. Communities and households are at the centre of vulnerability analysis.
Along with vulnerability, capacities are also assessed, which extend to communities, local
governments, and other social and government institutions. These capacities are essential for
planning, implementation and maintenance of all the mitigation measures.

Both

vulnerabilities and capacities are assessed as part of just one exercise.
3.10.3 Planning Mitigation Measures
Once the context of hazard and vulnerability is established, mitigation measures need to be
identified. These mitigation measures are essentially development interventions and pertain to
planning, policy changes, structural interventions, natural resource and environmental
improvements. One of the defining features of the mitigation programme is that mitigation
measures are multi-pronged and include several activities in combination. For example, to
reduce the impact of floods, it is not sufficient that we just build embankments. Floods require
efficient natural drainage, surface water storage, and elevated houses. All these measures need
to be implemented following a river basin approach, where there should be restrictions on land
use in the floodplains. The mitigation measures would thus include a combination of
interventions aimed at physical protection, regulation, social insurance, and assistance to
communities and households.
3.10.4 Conducting Cost-benefit Analysis
Mitigation activities need to be supported by a cost-benefit analysis. Investments in a
mitigation programme need to bring discernible risk reduction at a reasonable cost. A
mitigation programme must always present the cost-benefit analysis and demonstrate the
appropriateness o f investment in terms of cost. A feasible mitigation strategy is not about
hazard proofing but exercising a responsible choice of adjustments based on a careful costbenefit analysis and public preferences.
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3.10.5 Participatory Implementation
Mitigation measures need to be implemented with the support and participation of
communities. The key requirement of peoples’ participation in many ways differentiates a
mitigation programme from any other infrastructure development programme. As laws, codes
and regulations are at the centre of mitigation, they need community compliance. If
communities participate in the programme and support it, the culture of compliance is stronger
and the impact of mitigation interventions are more sustainable.
A mitigation programme is implemented through several stakeholders working together. The
importance o f these stakeholders in planning and implementing mitigation programmes cannot
be overemphasized. The most important stakeholders are discussed below:
a) Disaster Management Authorities: The NDMA, SDMAs and DDMAs will
initiate the mitigation measures based on hazard identification and vulnerability /
capacity analysis. These Disaster Management Authorities pursue mitigation as
part o f the broader disaster management cycle, and link the activity to
preparedness, response, recovery and reconstruction. A balanced approach to
mitigation along with other activities of disaster management improves reduces
the impacts, improves risk management and augments professional capacities.
b) Central and State-level Technical Agencies: Several central and state-level
technical agencies have a mandate for developing and implementing mitigation
measures. These agencies specialize in certain hazards and have a pool of expert
professionals. These agencies have developed database and other tools for hazard
analysis and risk assessment. These agencies can develop innovative mitigation
solutions for certain hazards and implement them in partnership with the local
governments and communities. These agencies are likely to be among the most
important stakeholders in the mitigation projects at the national and state levels.
c) Local / Urban Governments: The Disaster Management Authorities empower and
capacitate the Panchayati Raj institutions and Municipalities to implement
mitigation measures at the local level. Disaster management is an important
function of local governments, which is not limited to just response and relief. It
extends to identifying all those hazard zones where introducing mitigation
measures will build hazard-resistant communities. The PRI institutions and
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Municipal governments work with the communities to identify mitigation
measures and pool their own resources for implementation. Implementation
through local governments improves the sustainability of these measures and
develops capacities within these institutions to support mitigation.
d) NGOs, Civil Society Organizations and Communities: NGOs, CSOs and
communities work with technical agencies, experts and government officials to
identify mitigation solutions and implement them. The participation of these local
actors is important from the point of harnessing traditional practices and local
solutions for mitigation. Further, the local-level actors exercise the ownership of
these mitigation measures and contribute to maintaining the structures and
respecting the codes and regulations. It is the participation of local actors which
enhances community consciousness of risks and contribute to building resilience
at the community level.

Chapter 4 Disaster Mitigation Funds
4.1 Overview
As per Sections 47 and 48 of the Disaster Management Act, 2005, included in Chapter DC, the
National, State and District Disaster Mitigation Funds have been set up. At present, the National
and State Disaster Mitigation Funds (NDMF and SDMF) constitute 20 per cent of the National
Disaster Risk Management Fund (NDRMF) and State Disaster Risk Management Fund
respectively.
The 15* Finance Commission has recommended the allocation for Mitigation Funds at the
national and state levels for the year 2020-21, which has been accepted by the Government of
India. The total annual allocation for the National Disaster Mitigation Fund (NDMF) is Rs. 2,478
crores, while for the State Disaster Mitigation Funds (SDMFs), the total allocation for all the
states is Rs. 5,797 crores.

The 15* Finance Commission is expected to submit its

recommendations for the remaining period of four years later this year.
In future years, the total allocation for the National Disaster Mitigation Fund (NDMF) and State
Disaster Mitigation Funds (SDMFs) would be made in line with the recommendations of the
Finance Commission as accepted by the Government of India. At present, the Government of
India contributes 75 per cent of the total allocation to the SDRMF, while the State governments
allocate the remaining 25 per cent of the SDRMF, except for the Special Category Status, which
contribute just 10 per cent of the SDRMF. The 15* Finance Commission has made no specific
recommendation for the District Disaster Response Fund (DDRF) and District Disaster Mitigation
Fund (DDMF). However, these guidelines will be applicable to all three levels of Mitigation
Funds.
Though the Mitigation Funds at all the three will support the mitigation measures, the scale,
diversity and geographical scope of these projects would be different. The guidelines provided for
mitigation projects should consider the scope and ambit of these Funds so that the projects are
submitted at the appropriate level.
4.2 Nature of Mitigation Funds
Mitigation Funds will be disbursed on a grant-in-aid basis to implementing partners for specific
mitigation projects in their jurisdictions. The respective Disaster Management Authority can also
30

raise and pool funds from various other sources: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) window,
counterpart funding from implementing partners, community contributions, etc.
4.3 The Scope of Mitigation Funds
The NDMF will generally fund and support the following types of projects:
a) Projects which are of national and strategic significance, protecting large-scale
projects, eco-systems, and natural resource base.
b) Projects which will be implemented regionally, involving several states. In such
regional projects, the states and local government can also participate and
contribute.
c) Projects which involve more than one state or require national agencies to
collaborate.
d) Projects which have the jurisdictional and technical complexity that can be
addressed through national-level technical assistance.
e) Projects in states or districts, where SDMF funds are not available and projects
are important from disaster mitigation point of view.
f)

Research and studies related to disaster mitigation through the Small Grants
window.

The NDMA generally will not sanction a large number of small projects. The state-level and
district level agencies working together can implement such projects.
The SDMF will fund mitigation projects at the state level. It will support and fund the following
types o f projects:
a) Projects which are o f state-level significance, protecting assets, eco-systems and
settlements within the state.
b) Projects which support more than one district within the state, promoting a
regional approach to mitigation.
c) Projects which promote community-level mitigation, which due to its size, scope,
and technical complexity cannot be implemented through DDMF.
d) Projects, which provide technical assistance for a particular hazard to more than
one district.
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e) Projects in districts, where DDMF funds are not available and projects are
important from disaster mitigation point of view.
f)

Research and studies related to disaster mitigation.

The SDMF may however provide funds for the regional projects, which are initiated by the
NDMF.
The Finance Commission has not made any specific allocation for the third tier—District Disaster
Mitigation Fund (DDMF). Flowever, a large number of mitigation measures are mostly
implemented at the local and community levels. To implement these mitigation measures, it is
necessary that the District Disaster Mitigation Fund as provided in Section 48 of the DM Act be
activated.
As the capacity at the district level for taking up mitigation projects may not be initially available
in some cases, States may demarcate 20% funds for DDMF, depending upon various factors like
capacity at the district level, requirement of local mitigation projects etc.
Such an allocation could be made based on area and population and hazard risks. The States can
take a decision on the parameters to be applied while allocating these resources among the
districts.
An allocation to the districts would activate the DDMF, which would support mitigation projects
at the district level. The DDMF will support and fund the following types of projects:
a) Projects which are generally smaller in scope and simpler in design and
implementation.
b) Projects which involve communities, neighbourhoods, villages and towns,
reducing the risk of the losses to their houses, livelihoods and businesses.
c) Projects which build community resilience through information and knowledge.
d) Projects which focus on creating safe conditions of living for people from weaker
socio-economic categories, people with disabilities, and women.
These projects would be implemented by local institutions, which include municipalities,
Panchayati raj Institutions, NGOs, civil society organizations and educational institutions.
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4.4 Earmarking of Funds
The XVth Finance Commission has recommended earmarked allocations of Rs. 1,199 crore out of
NDMF for four identified activities: assistance to 12 drought-prone states, seismic and landslide
risk mitigation in the hill and North-eastern states, urban flooding in bigger cities of the country
and sea/river erosion.
To ensure balanced utilisation of mitigation funds, following limits may be followed:
- At least 10% o f the SDMF funds each year should be earmarked for non-structural
measures. (Components of non-structural measures in projects consisting of both the
kinds o f measures may be counted towards this limit.)
- In a year, not more than 50% of NDMF and not more than 70% of SDMF funds may
be utilized for measures/projects to mitigate risks from a single hazard.
- NDMA and SDMA may earmark up to 5% of the NDMF /SDMF funds for Small
Grants Window.
- NDMA and SDMAs may earmark 5% of the NDMF /SDMF funds for the request
for proposal, promote competitions, supporting innovative ideas, maintaining a
roster of consultants, expenses of TACs/ PACs etc.

These earmarked funds would be spent through Government of India Ministries/ Departments,
SDMAs, and other entities which would be partners.

4.5 Mitigation Strategy
The Disaster Management Authorities at different levels can develop and implement mitigation
proposals in the areas which are related to the Mitigation Strategy for the concerned jurisdiction.
a) At the national, state and district levels, the Disaster Management Authorities
need to conduct a risk assessment, which presents an assessment of hazards,
exposure and vulnerability and their likely impacts. Based on the risk assessment,
the Disaster Management Authorities prepare long term Mitigation Strategy for
their respective jurisdiction.
b) The Mitigation Strategy would include a list of mitigation measures which are
relevant to reducing risks in the jurisdiction. The mitigation measures should be
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implemented for the people who are at risk, and should directly benefit them in
terms of improving their physical safety and living conditions.
c) Mitigation measures are planned to reduce the impact of specific hazards. It
combines structural (protection structures) and non-structural approaches
(regulations, standards and insurance), based on a cost-benefit analysis. These
include a range of measures or adjustments to be introduced in a hazard context
rather than a single solution approach.
d) Mitigation measures should promote resistance to hazards so that its impact on
people and their livelihoods and economy could be reduced. Mitigation measures
should not aim at hazard-proofing or planning for maximum hazard scenarios as
it becomes very expensive and prohibitive in economic terms.
The Mitigation Strategy forms the basis for identifying and approving the Mitigation projects.
SDMAs need to bring out the Mitigation Strategy in consonance with various hazard specific
guidelines issued by NDMA from time to time. The development of Mitigation Strategy and its
implementation must be supported through adequate technical expertise and public consultations.
The Mitigation Strategy needs to be formally approved by the NDMA/ SDMAs and placed in the
public domain.
4.6 Guiding Principles
Guiding principles represent values and ideals that both the Disaster Management Authorities at
all levels and partner entities/agencies uphold in formulating and implementing mitigation
projects. Mitigation projects should bring ideas, innovations, technologies, and communities
together, reducing risks, improving environment and ecology and building resilience. The key
principles that the Disaster Management Authorities need to follow for mitigation projects are as
follows:
a) Develop projects which benefit the communities directly: The projects should
have a measurable impact on the communities in reducing their risks and
improving their safety and living conditions. The project outputs need to reduce
risks, build resilience and increase knowledge and awareness. A strong
community orientation must characterize projects and activities funded by the
Mitigation Funds.
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b) Introduce solutions which bring new technologies and innovations: The projects
should plan and implement solutions which are aimed at introducing and
disseminating new technologies and innovations such as building houses which
are resistant to hazards and constructing safe schools. These technologies would
help communities more hazard-resilient.
c) Achieve a balanced combination of structural and non-structural measures:
Mitigation measures are both structural and non-structural. While structural
interventions are costly, non-structural interventions (codes, regulations, land use
planning) may be cheaper and can bring long-term behavioural changes. An
appropriate mitigation strategy introduces an optimal combination of structural
and non-structural interventions.
d) Advocate nature-based solutions and promote linkages with climate change
adaptation:.

Mitigation measures which promote disaster

resilience in

synchronization with nature based solutions can be taken up from Mitigation
Funds. For example, 1. Specific species plantations in coastal areas, which
prevent coastal erosion and reduce risk, 2. Conservation of mangroves and
wetlands 3. watershed development specific to reducing soil erosion and
mitigation of landslide hazards etc. General plantation projects which can be
taken up from other funds will not be taken up from Mitigation Funds. The
solutions attempted through mitigation funds should have clear advantages with
respect to offering sustainable barriers against specific hazards.
e) Promote cost-effective models o f mitigation measures:

Mitigation measures

should be cost-effective and sustainable. A cost-benefit analysis should always
guide the design and implementation of mitigation interventions as they need to
be replicated. Mitigation strategy should not promote expensive solutions unless
they are necessary.
f)

Promote community participation and social inclusion: Mitigation projects
should involve the communities in planning and implementation and promote
social cohesion. Bringing people together to work on a mitigation programme
develops a shared perception of risk and mitigation measures. People support
each other in living safely and conserving environmental resources.

g) Encourage women’s participation and leadership: Mitigation projects must
involve women, who can play an important role in developing local plans,
improvising measures, and establishing community ownership of these measures.
Women have considerable experience in many areas which include traditional
irrigation system, soil conservation, intercropping, and plantations, which could
be used in these interventions. Encouraging women to be leaders of these
initiatives can improve the local ownership of these mitigation interventions.
h) Value Indigenous Traditional Knowledge: Mitigation measures must value local
knowledge and information upon traditional practices available with the
communities. These traditional practices and skills have supported them in
pursuing their livelihoods and conserving their natural resource base. Mitigation
projects should provide an opportunity to use local knowledge and skills in
protecting their settlements and livelihoods and improve the quality of life
indicators.
4.7 Eligibility for Implementing the Mitigation Projects
The following agencies/entities can apply for Mitigation Funds at different levels:
4.7.1 National Disaster Mitigation Fund:
a) Central government ministries/departments
b) Union Territory Governments / Agencies
c) Central Public Sector Units (as per para 4.7.4)
d) Central Technical Agencies
e) Central and State research and academic institutions with established credentials
in disaster management.
f)

Projects can be initiated by NDMA from NDMF

g) Non-Government Organisations working for at least five years in more than one
State/ Union Territory (as per para 4.7.5)
4.7.2 State Disaster Mitigation Fund:
a)

State government ministries/departments,

b) State Public Sector Units (as per para 4.7.4)

c) Panchayati Raj Institutions and Municipalities
d) State-level research and academic institutions
e) Projects can be initiated by SDMA from SDMF
f)

Non-government organisations/ Civil Society Organisations (as per para 4.7.5)

4.73 District Disaster Mitigation Fund:
a) District-level government departments / agencies
b) Panchayati Raj Institutions and Municipalities
c) District-level academic institutions
d) Projects can be initiated by DDMA from DDMF
e) Non-government organizations and Civil Society Organizations (Farmers’
cooperatives, Producers’ group, and Self-help GroupsXas per para 4.7.5)
The entities and agencies listed above can submit proposals to the Disaster Management
Authorities for mitigation funds following the procedures laid down in these guidelines.
Those who apply for mitigation funds must have a track record of working in the field of disaster
management. They should also have the necessary technical capacity, experience and field-level
presence to qualify for the funds.
The Disaster Management Authorities must review the credentials of these entities and agencies
in disaster management before they review the proposals submitted by them.
4.7.4 Eligibility requirements for Public Sector Units:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

4.7.5

Central/State Public Sector Units working in specific domain areas, in which
project is being proposed can only apply for projects from Mitigation Funds.
The PSUs will apply for the projects with the concurrence of concerned
Administrative Ministries/Departments.
PSUs making loss for more than three years continuously will not be eligible to
apply from Mitigation Funds.
The agency charges for implementation of projects through Mitigation Funds will
not be more than 8%.
The Funds given for implementation of mitigation projects will not be used for any
other purpose by PSUs.

Eligibility
Organizations
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requirements

of

Non-Government

Organizations/Civil

Society

Non-Govemment organizations and Civil Society Organizations will generally be
associated in projects with community participation and capacity building. NGOs/CSOs with
following criteria will only be eligible to apply for Mitigation Funds:(i)
(ii)
(iii)

They should be working in the specific domain areas, in which project is being proposed,
for atleast three years.
They should be working in the district/State in which the project is proposed for atleast
three years.
They should comply with additional requirements prescribed by the authorities regarding
prior performance, financial requirements, etc

4.8 Prioritization of projects to be implemented from Mitigation Funds
NDMA/SDMAs/DDMAs will prepare an Action Plan for 3 to 5 years about priority areas
to be taken up for Mitigation Projects. The projects to be taken up from mitigation funds may
align with these action plans to ensure continuity and focus of interventions.
4.9 Scale of Mitigation Investment

In keeping with the underlying approach to mitigation and the scale at which should be
conceptualized, planned and implemented, the following financial limits will be applicable:
a) National Disaster Mitigation Fund: No Upper Limit. Lower Limit of Rs. 10
crores
b) State Disaster Mitigation Fund: Upper Limit of Rs. 100 crores and Lower Limit
of Rs. 50 Lakhs
c)

District Disaster Mitigation Fund: Upper Limit of Rs. 10 crore. There is no lower
limit.

However there

will

be no lower limit for projects related to Research, Studies,

pilot/demonstration projects, etc, which can be funded through a Small Grants window.
4.10 Small Grants Window
The NDMFs / SDMFs / DDMFs will maintain a Small Grants Facility, which will consist of no
more than five percent of the total allocation of the Fund. The Small Grants Facility can support
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small proposals related to innovation, technology, community leadership, research, studies and
learning. NDMA /SDMAs will devise a mechanism to fund projects from this window.
4.11 Exclusion
a) Mitigation Funds should not support dams, dykes, masonry embankments, sea
walls, and major engineering structures. Mitigation measures promoting largescale engineering or structural measures should be supported through separate
government schemes to be implemented by concerned engineering departments.
b) Mitigation Funds should not become a source of funding for existing government
programmes. It should also not provide additional or supplementary funds for on
going government schemes.
c) Mitigation Funds should generally not be used for maintenance and upkeep of
any structure or engineering measure aimed at mitigation. These funds should be
used for developing and implementing new projects. The mitigation measures
that have been implemented should be maintained through other sources of
funding. Every effort should be made at the project initiation stage to take into
account the aspect o f long term sustenance of the project. Options to be explored
include prior association of Panchayati Raj Institutions, mechanism for collection
of user charges, taking over of the structural assets by concerned Engineering
wing of the PRI or State Government etc. The DPR should clearly specify the
period for which maintenance would be met from the project funds and what
would be the arrangement after that. In exceptional cases, with reasons to be
recorded in writing, the Authority can take a decision to support maintenance of
assets created in the past, for not more than five years after the completion of the
project period, subject to an overall ceiling of 5 % of the total fund for all such
projects together.
d) Mitigation Fund should normally be used to take up projects, which can be
completed in 2 years, with bilt in provisions for maintenance for another 3 years.
However this limitation will not be applicable to major flagship projects
supported by the NDMA covering many Sates or Districts.
e)

While Mitigation Funds can be spent on paying remuneration to technical staff
appointed only for mitigation related work in PMU and expertise in course of
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implementing the mitigation projects (within the financial limits set in para 6.1),
they cannot be used for paying salaries and other regular expenditures to be
incurred by the Disaster Management Authorities or other entities. Any
expenditure on a committed basis on salaries, establishment or regular upkeep
will violate the principles of the Mitigation Funds.
f)

Mitigation Funds must have a predominant focus on hazard mitigation.
Mitigation Funds should not be used for general environmental improvement,
plantations, afforestation or landscape beautification without a clear, logical and
direct linkage to hazards.

Chapter 5 Developing Mitigation Projects
5.1 Project Cycle
Mitigation projects are developed, implemented and evaluated following a project cycle, which
has four stages. The cycle begins with the design of projects, moves to the next stage of appraisal
and approval, is followed up with the implementation, and the final stage of impact evaluation.
The project cycle needs to be maintained to develop a pipeline of the mitigation projects, require
due diligence in their preparation, and achieve efficiency and transparency in the implementation
of the projects. A properly maintained project cycle will also lead to developing a database of the
mitigation projects at all levels.
The Disaster Mitigation Fund will follow a project cycle that includes the following four-stages:
• Project Identification
• Pre-feasIblWycheck
• Prepratlonof Detailed Project report

• Technical Evaluation
• Project Approval

• Project initiation
• Project Monitoring
• fund release
» Pro ject Completion

• Im pact Evaluation

Figure 3: Disaster Mitigation Fund Project Cycle
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5.1.1 Project Design
This phase of the project focuses on assessing if an intervention is required. Such an
assessment would include pre-feasibility study and identifying the type of interventions
that need to be carried out.

At this stage, the mitigation project goes through the

following processes:
- Project identification
- Pre-feasibility Check
- Preparation o f a Detailed Project Report
5.1.2 Project Appraisal
This stage of the project focuses on technical evaluation of the project proposal to ensure
that the proposed activities and intended impacts are technically feasible, appropriate and
cost-effective and socially inclusive. The Appraisal phase consists of a detailed technical
evaluation of the project proposal and its approval.
5.13 Project Implementation
This stage extends from approval to completion of the project and includes all the
measures to be adopted for the successful implementation of the project. The stage
includes project initiation—development of a work plan, identification of the project
team, project management arrangements-

release and disbursement of funds,

monitoring, reporting, etc.
5.1.4 Project Evaluation
The Project Evaluation is integrated into the project cycle to ensure that the projects
achieve the intended objectives. The projects need to have a systematic and objective
assessment of the design, implementation and intended results.
5.2 Developing Mitigation Projects
There are two ways in which the Mitigation projects are developed and implemented:
a)

Several implementing partners from within the government and outside can
submit their project proposals to the Mitigation Funds at different levels and
request funding. The implementing partners need to be present proposals related
to those areas of mitigation which are included in the Mitigation Strategy. These

mitigation projects would be approved and funded after following the prescribed
procedure.
b) If certain areas are considered as a priority for mitigation, the Disaster
Management Authorities at different levels can take up projects from respective
mitigation funds.
c) The project cycle mentioned above would be the same for both the modes of
project development are the same, except that there would some difference in the
process of project appraisal.
5.3 Designing Mitigation Project
5.3.1 Project identification:
a) A mitigation project is identified based on risks and their impacts. If a certain
area is prone to floods or drought, the magnitude of risks is identified, their
impacts analysed, and the mitigation solutions are suggested. If rationale for
investment in mitigation can be established based on the expected impacts and
cost-benefit analysis, a mitigation project can be proposed.
b) The Implementing Partner proposing the project must meet the eligibility criteria,
mentioned in the previous chapter. The eligibility for preparing the proposal
arises from the experience of working in the area of disaster management,
technical capacity, community support and presence in the field.
c) The Implementing Partner applying for funds from the Mitigation Funds prepares
the proposal in the template prescribed for the pre-feasibility check. The template
is attached in the Annexure 3.
5.3.2 Pre-feasibility Check:
The Pre-feasibility check is the first stage of the appraisal and approval of the Mitigation projects.
Projects below Rs. 1 Cr will not need a pre-feasibility check.
a) All the project proposes prepared in the prescribed template are submitted to
NDMF / SDMF.
b) Pre-feasibility check will be done by a mechanism to be established by
NDMA/SDMA. However, the mechanism will be distinct from the Project
Appraisal Committee.
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c) The pre-feasibility check would be conducted to understand the relevance of the
project, its financial viability and technical feasibility. After the pre-feasibility
check, NDMA / SDMA endorses or declines the proposal. If the NDMA/SDMA
endorses the proposal, it leads to the next stage of the preparation of the Detailed
Project Report. The NDMA / SDMA may also refer back the proposal for
appropriate revisions.
d) The endorsement provided at the first stage does not confer approval upon the
project. Such an endorsement implies an expression of interest on part of the
NDMA / SDMA. The endorsement does not oblige the NDMA / SDMA to
extend approval to the project at a later stage. The final decision related to project
approval is taken based on technical quality, cost-effectiveness, project results,
and availability of funds.
e) In a situation where the NDMA / SDMA has issued the Eol / RFP for a project
proposed by the authority itself, such a pre-feasibility check is not needed.
f)

The NDMA / SDMA will conduct a pre-feasibility check of the proposal
submitted within 30 days from the submission of the proposal and conveys its
decision to the Implementing Partner. Those projects are, which are below Rs. 1
crore, are required to submit a concept note, which will describe the essential
details o f the mitigation project. A detailed project report will be prepared only
after the concept note is approved by the NDMA / SDMA.

5.3.3 Preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR)
The DPR is a technical and financial document prepared with due diligence by the
Implementing Partner. The DPR lays down the project goals, its activities, cost estimates and
intended impacts in adequate details.
The DPR for mitigation projects is prepared in the prescribed template for this purpose, which
is included in the Annexure. The formulation of DPR would require several steps:
a) A risk assessment of the identified hazard, risk exposure and accompanying
vulnerabilities;
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b) An analysis of the context—socio-economic, governance / regulatory, and
environmental
c) An analysis of the stakeholders’ capacities—technical, organizational, and
financial
d) Activities planned under the project and the outputs
e) Cost-benefit analysis
f)

Budget for the project activities

g) Implementation plan and the timeline for the completion of the project
h) Reporting and monitoring arrangements
The Implementing Partner should normally incur the expenditure on the preparation of DPR.
However, the NDMA / SDMA may consider allocating some funds for the preparation of
DPR.
After the endorsement at the pre-feasibility check, the Implementing Partner is required to
submit the DPR within the time limit prescribed by the authority. The DPR is submitted
through a digital portal. Since the development of the digital portal may take time, the
proposals for the financial year 2020-21 may be submitted by the procedure laid down by
NDMA/ SDMA.
5.4 Project Appraisal and Approval:
a) Details regarding the structure and functions of Technical Appraisal Committee
(TAC) and Project Appraisal Committee (PAC) are explained at section 6.2 and
6.3 of chapter 6.
b) The submitted DPRs will be appraised and reviewed by Technical Appraisal
Committee (TAC) for all the technical, financial and social aspects of the project.
c) The TAC will review the proposal following a checklist, which will consist of the
scope and scale of the project, eligibility of the Implementing Partners,
appropriateness of mitigation measures, cost-effectiveness, expected results,
implementation arrangements, community participation and social inclusion, and
monitoring arrangements.
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d) The TAC may ask for clarifications concerning the project, refer it back to the
Implementing Partner for necessary revision.
e) Based on technical evaluation, the TAC may recommend it to the concerned
NDMA / SDMAs. If the TAC is not satisfied with the project design, it may
recommend that the project be not approved.
f)

Once the DPR is recommended by the TAC, the NDMA / SDMA may follow
internal mechanisms to process the approval of the mitigation project. If the PAC
does not recommend the proposal, the NDMA / SDMA may refer it back to the
Implementing Partner for necessary modifications. The technical review and
recommendation of TAC is a requisite condition for the approval of the DPR.

g) After technical appraisal of the project by the TAC, the appraisal of the project
from administrative and financial point of view will be done by the Secretariat of
the Authority. The Authority can set up Project Appraisal Committee (PAC) for
this purpose, if required.
h) After technical and administrative appraisal of the project, it will be put up to the
Authority for approval.
i)

The financial procedures of Government of India will govern the operation of
NDMF, subject to modifications regarding the role of NDMA as per Section
47(2) of the Act and subject to these guidelines. Similar procedure will govern
mitigation projects in case of Union Territories. The financial procedures of
concerned State will govern the utilisation of SDMF and DDMF, subject to these
guidelines.

j)

All the processes related to the review and approval will be put in the Mitigation
Portal. The details of the Mitigation Projects which are approved are placed on
the portal so that the information and data related to the project are available in
the public domain.

k) The process of review and approval through the TAC and the NDMA / SDMA
will be completed within two months of the submission of the DPR.
l)

The Disaster Management Authorities may decide to prioritize mitigation
projects and accordingly make allocations, strictly within the overall annual
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financial allocations. Those projects which are approved but not funded may
receive funding in subsequent years. For the second and subsequent years, the
first charge would be towards the continuation of ongoing projects that were
sanctioned in the first year.
5.5 Project Implementation
a) The Implementing Partner signs a project agreement with the Disaster
Management Authority and undertakes to implement the project as per the
approved Implementation Plan in the DPR. A detailed project agreement is
drawn up specifically for the mitigation project.
b) The Mitigation Project is implemented by a Project team, which will be
constituted within one month of the project approval. The Implementing Partner
informs the Disaster Management Authority of the Project Team as well as the
Lead.
c) In those cases where more than one agency have partnered to implement the
project, the Consortium informs the Disaster Management Authority of the
project management arrangements and produce a formal consent from all the
participating agencies to this effect. The Consortium designates a lead agency
which coordinates with the Disaster Management Authority on all the issues
related to the project.
d) The Implementing Partner hires the staff and deploys them for the project
implementation. The Implementing Partner assumes the full responsibility for the
service conditions and safety of the project staff. The Disaster Management
Authority has no liability for the project staff.
e) The Implementing Partner submits an implementation plan, which lays down the
time-frame for the completion of all the project activities. The project
implementation must adhere to the time-frame mentioned in the plan. If the
project needs to be extended, implementation partner will request the Disaster
Management Authority for such an extension, who can take a decision on the
matter.
f)

The mitigation projects have an approved budget for all the activities included in
the implementation plan. In addition to the budget, the fund flow for the project
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activities is decided in advance. The disbursement of the funds is linked to the
activities and outputs and released in tranches as agreed with the implementing
partner. All the financial decisions concerning unspent allocations or extension of
projects will lie with the Disaster Management Authority.
g) In respect to procurement under the mitigation projects, Central and State
agencies need to follow the rules and procedures laid down by the concerned
governments. The NGOs and other agencies outside the government adhere to
their procurement processes.
h) The Disaster Management Authorities have the necessary authority to take
suitable decisions if the mitigation project is delayed or being implemented
incorrectly. The Disaster Management Authority reserves the right to terminate
the Project at any stage and take legal action, if it is convinced that the grant has
not been properly utilised or satisfactory progress is not being made.
i)

The implementing partner ensures that there is no harm to the community in the
process of implementing the project. It adheres to all the laws and regulations of
the country and supports the government in ensuring compliance with all the
rules and standards. The implementing partner works with the governments at all
levels in a cooperative manner and respects the communities with which it works.
It pursues fairness, equity and non-discrimination in its employment policies.

j)

The implementing partner is responsible for the protection of forests, wildlife
parks, rivers and wetlands, and any other natural or environment asset. The
mitigation project aims to reduce not just the risks posed by hazards, but also
addresses climate change impacts and reduces pollution and waste of natural
resources.

k) The implementing partner must observe and uphold the values underlying the
labour laws. In its work, the implementing partner must promote the ideals of
gender equity and women’s empowerment. Participation of the tribal
communities and traditional forest dwellers need to be attempted, to utilize their
local knowledge and traditional practices.
l)

The implementing partner maintains all the rules and agreements related to
intellectual property rights. All the publications and knowledge products

emanating from the project cannot be disseminated without the permission of
Disaster Management Authorities.
5.6 Impact Evaluation:
a) All the mitigation projects have a monitoring and evaluation plan formulated
during the preparation of the DPR. Project Monitoring is conducted throughout
the project implementation to measure the progress of the project towards
achieving expected/planned objectives.
b) All mitigation projects submit a progress report and statements of expenditure in
the prescribed format as prescribed by authority. The projects also submit
necessary certificates o f completion of the project and utilization of the project
budget.
c) All the mitigation projects conduct a periodic review of the project, providing
baseline information, mid-term review and the end-results evaluation upon the
completion o f the project. The mid-term review and the project-end evaluation
are conducted through external experts to get an objective picture of the project
performance. The results of the mid-term review are used for improving the
project results.
d) All the mitigation projects are evaluated for the results and their overall impact at
their conclusion. The Implementing Partner reports the project results, which are
evaluated externally for their adherence to project design and the outcome. All
the review and evaluation reports are submitted to the mitigation portal.
e) All Mitigation projects have components of self-evaluation, where the
Implementing Partners critically review the quality, relevance and effectiveness
o f the project activities they have implemented against the expected results.
f)

NDMA may conduct an evaluation, including third party evaluation, of any
project approved under NDMF / SDMF /DDMF and publish the findings on the
mitigation portal.

5.7 Project Audits:
Based on the scale and nature of the projects, all the projects are taken up for financial and
social audits as decided by the Disaster Management Authority.
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"

-

Financial Audits - A financial audit of the funds received and expenditure made will
be carried out by the Comptroller and Auditor-General (CAG) of India .

-

Technical Audits -The Disaster Management Authorities identify technical experts
to conduct technical audits of all mitigation projects. Number of required audits will
be decided by the authority as per size and complexity of the project. The mid-term
reviews and project-end evaluations should be undertaken by experts included in the
roster for this purpose.

-

Social Audit -

Since most of the mitigation measures require community

participation during its process, social audit will be conducted during the project
cycle to review how the project has sought to involve the people at risk and deliver
the results to communities, as prescribed by the authority.
5.8 National Mitigation Portal:
NDMA shall develop a National Mitigation Portal to streamline the process and bring more
transparency through utilisation of digital technology. This Portal facilitates the various
implementing agencies to submit their project proposals to be funded under mitigation funds. The
portal also provides facility to track the status of the submitted project proposals, with locations
duly geo-referenced, monitor the projects and upload periodic information on various stages of
the project cycle.
Through this portal NDMA/SDMAs maintain a database of all the mitigation projects approved
by the Disaster Management Authorities and funded by the NDMF/SDMF/DDMF. The database
of the projects includes all the details related to project components, expenditure, reviews,
evaluation and outcome.
Since the development of the digital portal may take time, the proposals for the financial year
2020-21 may be submitted by the procedures laid down by NDMA/SDMA
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Chapter 6 Governance Structure
The Mitigation Funds at all levels are supported by an appropriate governance structure. Various
elements of the governance structure are necessary to ensure the impact of the investment in
mitigation projects and accountability in the utilization of funds.
6.1 Project Monitoring Units
- NDMA/SDMAs constitute mechanisms to coordinate project activities supported by
Mitigation Funds. A key mechanism is Project Monitoring Unit (PMU) manned by
competent technical personnel from amongst the available staff, through deputation
or by hiring technical resource persons on a contractual basis. The suggested roles
and responsibilities of the Project Monitoring Units at different levels are:
-

Overall monitoring and coordination of mitigation projects at the national, state and
district levels, and host decision support system for all the investments in mitigation;

-

Setting up the Project Appraisal Committee and Develop a Roster of Consultants for
technical support;

- Inviting project proposals, conduct preliminary scrutiny and coordinate with the
Project Appraisal Committee for technical review of the project.
- Coordination with Project Approval Committee for appraisal of selected projects
- Monitoring of implementation of Mitigation Projects
-

Set-up and manage a National Mitigation Portal for submission, approval, funding
and monitoring of the project proposals at all stages.

- Monitor fund utilization and facilitate Disaster Management Authorities to manage
the Mitigation Funds, raise additional resources, and suggest improvement in
Mitigation Strategy.
- Facilitate Research and Development in the field of Disaster Mitigation.
For PMUs, all staff costs, except the consultants, will be borne by the NDMA / SDMAs. NDMF /
SDMFs can engage the consultants for specific functions related to Mitigation Projects. Further,
administrative and travel expenses of PMU may be met from NDMF/SDMF. The payment for
management costs related to consultants, administrative charges, travel expenses, and Third-party
quality evaluation can be done within a limit of 2% of NDMF/ SDMF allocation, with the
NDMA/ SDMAs bearing any additional costs. For states with an annual allocation of SDMF fund
up to Rs. 20 cr, the limit on management expenses will be 5 % o f SDMF allocation.
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The administrative expenses o f a PMU include office expenses and procurement and maintenance
of office equipment. However, expenditure on the purchase of vehicles, payment of salaries &
wages and purchase or construction of buildings is not permissible through the proceeds of the
Mitigation Funds.
States shall designate appropriate officers in districts/ministries/departments to coordinate with
PMUs in NDMA and SDMAs and to streamline the implementation of projects under Mitigation
Funds. NDMA in case of Union Territories and SDMAs will delegate financial resources and
powers to the DDMAs to enable implementation of projects under Mitigation funds
6.2 Technical Appraisal Committees
NDMA and SDMAs will constitute one or more Technical Appraisal Committees (TAC) to give
overall technical guidance to NDMA/SDMA for design and development of mitigation projects
and refining the mitigation strategy. TAC to appraise projects from technical and social point of
view and give its recommendations to the authority and to conduct technical review of projects
sanctioned from mitigation funds and give recommendations for improvement.
The TACs will consist of officers of the Authority (as may be decided by the Authority) and
technical experts from the disaster risk reduction and other relevant sectors. Some Disaster
Management Experts may be invited for all the meetings for cross cutting perspective, while
relevant hazard/theme experts may be invited for specific project appraisal meetings. TAC will
also give expert technical advice on the mitigation strategy and action plan to reduce disaster risk
relating to the identified hazard. The expenses of the TAC including honorarium to attend
meetings, travel expenses etc will be borne from the mitigation funds.
6.3 Project Appraisal Committee
The Disaster Management Authorities may constitute Project Appraisal Committee (PAC) for
administrative and financial appraisal of the projects. The PAC may examine that the projects
follow government guidelines and instructions and to assist the Secretariat of Authority on any
administrative or financial matters, which may be referred to the PAC.
The PACs may consist of officers of NDMA /SDMA and disaster management experts with
experience in the field of disaster risk reduction if required.
6.4 Roster of Consultants
A Roster o f consultants serves the need for technical services for Mitigation Projects. The Roster
helps the NDMA and SDMAs in identifying qualified candidates based on the specific needs for a
limited duration o f time. The Implementing Partners can hire consultants from the Roster, and
pay them directly NDMA/SDMAs can use these consultants to support technical review and
audit, documentation, and development of technical guidelines or any other technical support
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required to oversee implementation of the project. The remuneration of these consultants may be
borne from NDMF / SDMF as applicable.

6.5 National Disaster Mitigation Fund (NDMF)

Contribution to the NDMF

6.5.1

Funds will be credited into the NDMF by Department of Expenditure in accordance with

the recommendation of the successive Finance Commissions and the provisions of the Disaster
Management Act, 2005.

Assessment of Financial Assistance from the NDMF

6.5.2

Upon receiving a Pre-feasibility check proposal/ Detailed Projected Report (DPR)/

memorandum from implementing partners, NDMA will ascertain that State Government has
submitted proper Pre-feasibility check proposal/ DPR/ memorandum of mitigation project as per the
guidelines/ template/ formats issued by Government of India, showing activity-wise demand with
proper justification o f requirement of mitigation funds, and assess whether a case for assistance
from NDMF is made out under these guidelines. The following procedure will be adopted for
making such assessment under NDMF:

(i)

The memorandum/ Pre-feasibility check proposal/ DPR of the implementing
partners will be examined by NDMA to assess the likely requirement of funds as
per approved projects of mitigation fund and criteria of expenditure under NDMF.

(ii)

The DPR of the State Government shall be examined by the TAC and PAC of
NDMA.

If the TAC and PAC is not satisfied with the project design, it may

recommend that the project be not approved, the State would be advised
accordingly by NDMA.
(iii)

Based on the technical and financial approval of TAC and PAC of NDMA will
make over recommendation which will be considered by High Level Committee
(HLC).

On approval by HLC the fund for Mitigation projects will be released

from NDMF, strictly within the overall annual financial allocations, as per
established procedure.

High Level Committee (HLC)
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6.5.3

The High Level Committee, as constituted for the NDRF will approve the projects under

NDMF. The HLC is chaired by Home Minister comprising Finance Minister, Agriculture Minister,
and VC - NITI Aayog as members. HLC is serviced by the Disaster Management Division of
Ministry of Home Affairs.

NDMA to supervise NDMF at National level

6.5.4

The NDMA shall supervise the implementation and impact evaluation of mitigation

projects, utilisation o f funds from NDMF for the purposes for which funds have been released and
monitor compliance with the guidelines of NDMF.

States will need to provide the required

information to NDMA on regular basis.

Releases of Mitigation fund to States

6.5.5

Upon the approval of HLC, Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance will release

assistance from NDMF to States.

[O n the issues o f D em a n d f o r grants No, M ajor H ea d / M inor H ead and relevant accounting
procedure o f S D M F /N D M F etc., D oE w ill take the fin a l call]

Oversight by State Executive Committee

6.5.6

The State Executive Committee, constituted by the State Government under section 20 of

the Disaster Management Act, 2005, shall be responsible for ensuring that the expenditure incurred
out of the funds received under the NDMF is in accordance with the approved structural/ non
structural Mitigation projects/ criteria as per these guidelines.

6.6 State Disaster Mitigation Fund (SDMF)

Constitution of State Disaster Mitigation Fund (SDMF)

6.6.1.

The State Disaster Mitigation Fund will be constituted with the nomenclature “State

Disaster Mitigation Fund” in the Public Account under the Reserve Fund bearing Interest in the
Major Head: 8121-General and other Reserve Fund in the accounts of the State Governments
concerned and would be invested as per provisions of these guidelines. The closing balance as on
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31.03.2021 in the State Disaster Mitigation Fund (SDMF) shall be transferred to the SDMF as
opening balance for 2021-22. The State Government shall pay interest to the SDRF at the rate
applicable to overdrafts under Overdraft Regulation Guidelines of the RBI. The interest will be
credited on a half yearly basis. State Governments are required to issue certificate that the relevant
notifications establishing SDMF as per section 48(1) (c) of the DM Act, 2005 is in force.

Contributions to the SDMF

6.6.2.

The aggregate size of the State Disaster Mitigation Fund of each State for each of the

financial year 2020-21 to 2024-25, would be as recommended by the 15th Finance Commission.
Funds will be credited into the SDMF account of the State Government by Department of
Expenditure in accordance with the recommendation of the successive Finance Commission on
the provisions of the Disaster Management Act, 2005. Of the total size o f SDMF indicated,
Government of India will contribute 75% for general category States and 90% for special
category States of the total yearly allocation in the form of a non-plan grant. The balance 25% in
case of general category States and 10% in case of special category States will be contributed by
the State Government concerned.

Assessment of Financial Assistance from the SDMF

6.6.3

Upon receiving a Pre-feasibility check proposal/ Detailed Projected Report (DPR)/

memorandum from implementing partners, SDMA will ascertain that implementing partner/
department has submitted proper Pre-feasibility check proposal/ DPR/ memorandum of mitigation
project as per the guidelines/ template/ formats issued by Government of India, showing activitywise demand with proper justification of requirement of mitigation funds, and assess whether a case
for assistance from SDMF is made out under these guidelines. The following procedure will be
adopted for making such assessment under SDMF:

(i)

The memorandum/ Pre-feasibility check proposal/ DPR of the implementing partners will
be examined by SDMA to assess the likely requirement of funds as per approved projects
of mitigation fund and criteria of expenditure under SDMF.

(ii)

The DPR of the implementing partner/ Department of State Government shall be examined
by the TAC and PAC of SDMA. If the TAC and PAC is not satisfied with the project
design, it may recommend that the project be not approved, the implementing partner/
Department of State would be advised accordingly by SDMA.
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(iii)

Based on the technical and financial approval of TAC and PAC of SDMA will make over
recommendation which will be considered by State Executive Committee (SEC).

On

approval by State Executive Committee (SEC) the fund for Mitigation projects will be
released from SDMF, strictly within the overall annual financial allocations, as per
established procedure.

Releases of Mitigation fund to Implementing partners/ Department of State

6.6.4

Upon the approval of SEC, fund will be released from SDMF to concerned

Implementing partners/ Department of State.

[O n th e issues o f D em a n d f o r grants N o, M ajor H ea d / M inor H ead and relevant accounting
procedure o f SD M F , f lo w o ff u n d etc., Departm ent o f Expenditure will take the fin a l call]

State Executive Committee (SC-NEC)

6.6.5.

The State Executive Committee, constituted by the State Government under section

20 of the Disaster Management Act, 2005, shall be responsible for ensuring that the expenditure
incurred out of the funds received under the SDMF is in accordance with the approved Mitigation
projects/ criteria as per these guidelines, SEC will approve the quantum of fund for Mitigation
projects from SDMF at State level, as per established procedure.

SDMA to supervise SDMF projects at State level

6.6.6.

The SDMA shall oversee the implementation & impact evaluation of mitigation

projects, utilisation of releases from SDMF for the purposes for which funds have been released and
monitor compliance with these guidelines.
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Chapter 7 Annexure
Annexure 1- Different Hazards and Definitions
Earthquake:
Earthquakes are geophysical natural events that occur on the earth’s surface and are considered to
be inevitable, unstoppable and unpredictable. They are described as a sudden movement of the
Earth’s crust causing the ground to shake. The movement can be caused by natural factors, like
the movement of tectonic plates, landslides, volcanic eruption, as well as anthropogenic factors
like mining, explosion, drilling etc.
Floods:
Flooding can be defined as the overflow o f water on dry land caused by the rising water level in
an existing waterway such as a river, stream or a drainage ditch. Floods usually last for days or
weeks, unlike flash floods. Flash floods are a sudden increase in the level of water which rips
through riverbeds or mountain canyons sweeping everything on their way. It is caused by variable
factors like incessant rain in less time, breakage of dam or levee or glacial lake outburst and can
occur within minutes or a few hours
Cyclone
Cyclones are considered to be one of the most violent forms of a storm in nature. It is a weather
system that causes atmospheric disturbance in a low-pressure area and is usually accompanied by
weather conditions like torrential rainfall and high-speed winds. Cyclones originate over the sea
and hence majorly affect the coastal region.
Landslide
U.S. Geological Survey simply defines landslide as ‘the movement of a mass of rock, debris, or
earth down a slope.’ It can be naturally caused by the change in slope or strength of landmass.
Landslides can also be induced by earthquakes, rainfall, snowmelt, changes in groundwater level,
volcanic eruption, anthropogenic factors, erosion or a combination of these factors.
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Urban Floods
In urban environments, farmland, vegetation and bare soil have been converted into built-up areas
due to rapid development27. As a result, precipitation brought by seasonal weather, cyclones etc.
produce excessive runoff water in developed areas where the water doesn’t have anywhere to
flow. This is known as urban flooding.
Drought
India has a history of being affected by several, intensive droughts. Caused by the prolonged
scarcity of water in a region, drought can range from a few days to years. Low precipitation,
retreating glaciers, excessive groundwater consumption is a major reason that can lead to
droughts. The effects of droughts are water scarcity, crop failure, migration, malnutrition and
deaths.
Soil Erosion
A slow-onset disaster, soil erosion affects all landforms. In agriculture, soil erosion refers to the
“wearing away o f a field's topsoil by the natural physical forces of water and wind or through
forces associated with farming activities such as tillage.”
Heat Wave
Most dangerous of the natural hazards, Heat Wave or heat or hot weather is a period where
abnormally high temperatures are measured for a region. It can last for several days and can have
a substantial impact on society, including a rise in heat-related deaths.
Cold Wave

*

A cold wave is a weather phenomenon caused by cooling of air or invasion of very cold air over a
large area It can also be a long spell of excessively cold weather accompanied by high winds,
blizzards or ice storms causing significant wind chills.
Chemical Disaster

27Eldho, T.I., P.E. Zope, and A.T. Kulkami. “Urban Flood Management in Coastal Regions Using
Numerical Simulation and Geographic Information System.” In Integrating Disaster Science and
Management, 205-19. Elsevier, 2018. https://doi.org/l 0.1016/B978-0-12-812056-9.00012-9.
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Industrial Disasters are caused by excessive use/release of hazardous substances into the
environment. These hazards may be originating from industrial accidents, or are caused by
technological, procedural, infrastructure failures etc. and cause loss to life, property and
environment. It also disrupts social and economic activities around the affected area.
Nuclear Disaster
Any radiation incident resulting in or having a potential to result in exposure and/or
contamination of the workers or the public over the respective permissible limits can lead to a
nuclear/radiological emergency. Construed as potentially a low probability event, a nuclear
disaster, however, can have high damage impact. It could be caused by the detonation of nuclear
warhead or explosion of an Improvised Nuclear Device (IND) with associated release of large
amounts of devastative energy due to Blast, Thermal and Radioactive material.
Oil Spill
An oil spill is the discharge of petroleum into the sea from oil platforms, refineries, or oil tankers
due to the accidents caused by human error or natural hazards. The impact of an oil spill is
dependent on the composition of the oil, the area affected, and the clean-up process used28.
Pandemics and Epidemics
When an illness occurs at an unprecedented rate in a localized area, it is defined as an Outbreak
which can last days or years. An epidemic happens when a contagious disease spreads itself
rapidly among people and generally affects an area larger than an outbreak. A pandemic is an
epidemic that has breached the local boundary and is now spreading transborder and in multiple
communities. Loss o f life in a pandemic depends on the number of people infected, the severity
of illness and its symptoms, vulnerability of a group of population and the efforts to stop its
spread.29

28Chen, Bing, Xudong Ye, Baiyu Zhang, Liang Jing, and Kenneth Lee. “Marine Oil Spills—
Preparedness and Countermeasures.” In World Seas: An Environmental Evaluation, 407-26.
Elsevier, 2019. https://doi.Org/10.l.016/B978-0-12-805052-l.00025-5.
29https://www.webmd.com/cold-and-flu/what-are-epidemics-pandemics-outbreaks
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Annexure 2 —Hazard Specific Mitigation Measures
These guidelines are applicable to all the hazards given in National/State Policy as given in section 1.8. The following list of mitigation measures is an
indicative list for a few hazards.

Sub-cati
Non - Structural

Local Planning, regulations
and Guidelines

Non-Structural

Local
PI
Guidelines

Non - Structural

Local
Planning
Guidelines

Non - Structural
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4.
K

Preparation o f River Basin Flood
Plains Management Plan at various
level.

codes, byelaws

and

Developing Risk Insurance and Risk
Transfer strategies and Promote
flood insurance.
Develop

optimise

A Flood Plain management Plan identifies the flood-related
hazards, explains potential affects to the structures and
residents, explore possible mitigation measures. Disaster
Management Authorities and Implementing organisation can
develop FMP with river basin approach. This plan should
lead to multiple program and projects between Local,
District, State and Regional Stakeholders
Municipal Authorities, ^Gjrain Panchayats located in flow! ;'
prone areas can review and amend the existing building
codes that would, incorporate risks from floods and
recommend measures
Stakeholders can develop and promote flood insurance
policies that would cover houses, commercial property,
agriculture, small business for the losses sustained by water
damage specifically due to flooding.
Development of green field sites for new projects,
construction of roads rand building has reduced ground cover
\yhicjbi reduces infiltration and increases the run off. Local
authorities should develop guidelines to reduce greenfield
construction, incentiyise brown field construction and ensure
| optimum green cover in urban areas to reduce urban floods.

j
r
i
i

Non - Structural

Local
Planning
Guidelines

and

Develop and implement guidelines to
protect urban lakes, streams etc.

Lakes and wetfands are an important component that reduces
urban floods. In urban areas the lakes are encroached and
used for landfill, dumping waste etc. These urban water
bodies needs to protected by creating combination of
structural and non-structural mitigation measures.

Local
Planning
Guidelines

and

Need based planning and projects in

Undertaking need based planning and developing projects
such as mapping encroached areas that aid to blockage,
identifying old water networks^ and increased awareness o f
rainwater ;•harvesting and recharge o f ground wafer will
reduce risk of Urban floods.

Natural Systems Protection

Protection of village common land in
the river beds.

Often the river beds are being encroached for farming, land
development etc which adds to the existing risk. The local
authorities can adopt strategies and develop projects to
identify, demarcate and protect village common lands in the
river beds from any encroachments.

N ituM . Systems Protection

Protection: ^ d
drains.

^
i

Non - Structural

: '

"

~

I
j

j

'

■- ’

T ^ ^ fip S a tu ra l
A -> •

that enhances the vulnerability of people residing in the area.
Local administration can develop projects to identify natural
drains, protect them orrevive them:

•

i Non - Structural
i
1
I
j
i ........................... ..............
; Non-Structural

Natural Systems Protection

Systems-Protection
m

f

Non - Structural

?:./ v

m

"

■ '•■•>

Research, Education
Awareness

.. - 3 *

i .3?

and

Improving Natural Flood Defences
around settlements

j j ||j |j |
Installation
hydrological

of

Weather
Stations

and
and

Natural flood defence features include small barriers in
ditches, fields or diversions cut into embankments which
would diver the water into open land (common lands).
Plantation'and Afforestation in'the catchment area reduces
the run-ofLandprotect soil erosion and mitigate flood risk.
Authorities ;cah Create project to plan riative/ indigenous/
natural ised frees and do certain Watershed activities to
8
Implementing agencies can propose modernisation and
scientific flood warning and decision making systems at local

improvisation
systems

Non - Structural

Research,

,

,

;, ■
Non - Structural

life

■ / - O '

J

*

k

Structural retrofitting, or
infrastructure projects

-• ■> '
Structured

Structural

f

-%k : ._ -:.............
Research, Education and
Awareness

Structural

'•

warning

. ■ ■'
'

Structural
V‘:.;/;■•

flood

Qreation of Data bases for decision
support systems.

.

■

■')■f

Education and

of

. ■v3p£Kv

''

,‘.v
•
Structural retrofitting
infrastructure projects

U

'' ■
'

|
Strengthening
Information
Communication Strategy

and

Construction of flood shelter

Construction
measures

of

flood

Coalition of historic data-bases helps in developing scientific
models and tools for flood mitigations. Authorities can create
data base such as Flood Plain Maps for all rivers/ streams,
Generation of Plinth level data sets for various topographic
regions, land use plan in flood prone regions etc that will
help authorities in decision making.
i

j
i

Often the information on flood shared by authorities on
regular basis is lot of data, numbers which is scientific in
nature, however might not be understood by the general
population. Authorities and Implementing agencies can
develop projects to identify the gaps in current strategy and
strengthen the IEC methods.
Local authorities can construct shelters for people and ;
animals at safe locations, where they can be evacuated in
case o f a flood or flood like situation.

::
or

and regional level. This can include comprehensive process
of installation of small weather station, data collection,
analysis,
prediction,
decision support,
information
communication, early warning etc which shall reduce flood
risk.

control

Implementing agencies can develop projects to take up minor
construction projects such as construction of culverts, ring
bunds, small check dams, revival of traditional irrigation
systems etc that will optimize the flood flow and protect
settlements from flood damages.

$ t | j | ; i m t r a l - r e t r o f i t t i n g ^ j|gy3rpveirient of. .local Stormwater
infrastructure projects
^ a iijs
and , traditional
floods
, ••
: j
';=,
Structural retrofitting or improvement of urban systems to

Implementation agencies can take up projects to improvise
local storm water drain and traditional flood prevention
systems.
Reconstruction of all walkways as permeable pavements to

infrastructure projects

Category

Non - Structural

Non - Structural '

Non - Structural

Local
Planning
Guidelines

.
"Guidelines
,K f
Local
Planning
Guidelines

and

Description

Community levels plans for drought
mitigation.

Enabling collective action for drought mitigation such as
watershed program, participatory ground water budgeting,
construction o f contour trench, bunds, dykes, earthen dams
,spring shed development etc.
•J J S V l I S i ^ p p J ^ p f l i B n s - for Guidelines to ensure'roof top rain-watfer harvesting, artificial
water conservation
recharge of ground water in water stressed urban areas will
• Sfl .
•.
a7*.>> ■
»
ensure provision o f drinking water in lean seasons.
and Utilisation of recycled water for non- Recycled from STP’s can be a source of water for non
potable purpose.
consumptive use such as for industrial use, construction
.
agriculture and other non-consumptive use. Promotion of
these measures reduces dependency on fresh water sources.

V. Research, Education and
Awareness
'

Research, Education
Awareness

ensure percolation, De-siltation of sewer systems etc can
reduce flooding the urban areas also identifying low lying
areas in the city and developing pumping mechanism for the
same.

Mitigation measure

Sub-category

Non - Structural

"Non - Structural ■

prevent flooding

and

Innovative fanning practices

Promotion
of
Water
irrigation systems

Promotion of innovative" farming practices such as alternate
cropping pattern, pfornotion o f drought resistant seeds,
promotion of locaL .(indigenous seeds) etc will support
farmers in case of drought and drought like situations and
reduce water consumption for agriculture use.
efficient

Water efficient irrigation systems such as drip irrigation,
sprinkler systems helps in reducing agriculture water
consumption. This is a good practices across agriculture
sector.

Promotf
l l l l l l ? mulching v a i l other^ frugal practices h e lp s ' ih

Non - Structural
<V :
.
j '
■
'
i. v‘
■
■
Non - Structural

NohivStfuctural
'

' Vv
SiSFr-v ;/
' ■.■ v.1'-'.'
Non - Structural

Non - Structural
':
. ’;i

~' ■, •

.

Non - Structural

■'.- ;

Local
Planning
Guidelines
V' '

and

Developing
g u id e lirie s S ^ |P f^ Guidelines for earthquake resistant coristrbction arid
Earthquake resistant construction.
itetrpfittittg o f existirig buildings din be formulated with
'specification about technical human resources, site-selection,
h,
als and Workmanship.

Local
Planning
Guidelines

and

Developing Guidelines for land useplan and settlement pattern

:-'rKik

Local
P la H H p n ilj
•>
Cuidelinca
Transfer strategies and Promote, policies that would' cover houses, commercial property,
insurance for earthquake nsK |;sr* ^ M ■Agriculture,;‘sriiall business for the losses sustained by water
:-:K ^.'0?:.. T '
damrige speqifichlly-due to flooding.
• ••
Local
Planning
and Developing
earthquake
risk Agencies can develop earthquake risk management projects
Guidelines
mitigation plan to protect tangible to protect tangible and intangible heritage. Since, heritage
and intangible heritage.
buildings, complex and settlements are highly vulnerable in
case o f the earthquake, it is important protect the buildings
and the knowledge systems associated with it.
Planning
• Local
Guidelines
fc>
. .• V; >
•f r«V .. •: ' • :- > . L. ;
Research, Education
Awareness

Resfearch, Education

Non - Structural
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The guidelines have to be formulated for the concerned
authorities about land use-planning, monitoring of
constriction work and controlling o f settlements in hazard
prone areas to avoid fatalities and loss o f property.

and

and

and'

Conduct
Structural
Audits
buildings/ infrastructure

of .Condrict inspection o f old and under construction buildings
using a combination o f techniques. Share the recorded data
with municipalities to address issues o f faulty or p o d /
■ -r>r-V , - •r
standards o f construction.
c
$ :•■■■■■
/ - ,7
Review of Educational Curriculum in Agencies can review educational curriculum o f Architecture,
Architecture, Engineering and other Civil Engineering and other technical courses to incorporate
technical training institutions.
knowledge on earthquake resistant construction, structural
mitigation measures etc.
■■

....

.

^
'
' • J 4 # -*,
Research, Education and Conduct training for house-owners to

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l i t e c t s , engineers, contractors arid developers on
Training o f house-owners on different structural and nonstructural mitigation techniques to increase disaster

i Awareness
—r
; Research, Education
Awareness

Non - Structural

J ,

Non - Structural

Banks and other local knowledge
and

Strengthening
Association

Water

Users

; building resilience in communities.
Water Users Association can be supported with innovative
practices such as real-time information management systems
for local weather information, ground water availability etc to
ensure sustainable water management.

Research, Education
and Promoting Conjunctive use o f water
v •■/.. *rv '•
Awareness
' 1': ft*
^
- •>*•*'--Vi
: •?jgfc!?» ;:V
•

Conjunctive use of water includes appropriate managing of
ground water and surface water. Authorities must promote
conjunctive water in rural areas, ground water budgeting and
other tools to ensure sustainable water management.

Structural

Structural retrofitting
infrastructure projects

or

Most of water scarce regions in India have robust traditional
system of harvesting rain water. Revival of these structures
and developing new systems for storing and recharging
aquifer through rainwater harvesting can help in mitigating
risks at community level. Kuhls, Tankas, percolation pits,
village ponds etc are few examples of rain water harvesting.

Structural

Structural retrofitting
i infrastructure projects

or

•; *
:

• V

’
•

Construction and Revival o f RainWater harvesting systems

of

drinking

water

Improvement o f drinking water supply system by ensuring
source sustainability, fixing leakages, water losses,
identifying o f alternate drinking water supply sources etc in
case of drought or drought like situation shall ensure
provision

Ensuring last-mile connectivity to
provide water supply.

Construction of culverts and roads within village in remote
locations to provide tanker water supply during drought or
extreme water scarcity

Reviewing local building byelaws,
permission systems to account for
seismic hazards

Review and update local building codes, develop guidelines
and manuals and update its approval systems etc to include
seismic safety in the construction sector.

- v fex . •
. im p
. ...
Structural
:•

Non - Structural
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V;.• > :
Structural retrofitting or
infrastructure projects

Local
Planning
Guidelines

V-

• “i . v g ? ; .

Awareness

Non - Structural

mitigate earthquake risks.

Research, Education
Awareness
‘ **• *
.........
' ■... ■:

and

Updating Seismic Zones and Micro
zonation in India
■
V

1.

. . .. ;

.

-

■

;

;.;i*

■ .

resilience, like when and how to retrofit, how to make a
seismically safe house, how to secure objects like cupboards,
clocks, shelves etc.
Coalition of historic; data-bases helps in developing scientific
models and tools for earthquake mitigations. Agencies can
create data base such as Updated seismic zone as per
historical data for about 500 years return period along with
micro zonation. Reviewing seismic zones to have an
application-based approach of land use planning to achieve
restricted construction in reviewed earthquake-prone areas.

Non - Structural

Research, Education
Awareness

Setting up demonstration centres for
seismic safety.

Setting up of demonstration centre includes comprehensive
information about various structural measures for retrofitting
and construction of new buildings. It also showcase
information on good construction practices, good material
and also promotes business and innovation.

Non - Structural

Research, Education and Documentation and Promotion of
Awareness
Local, knowledge on Seismic safety
in building construction
■■
.... , _
'•••
•

Traditional buildings in earthquake prone region have
demonstrated good example o f safety from earthquakes.
These traditional knowledge can be documented, promoted
and adopted as earthquake resistant construction practices.

Structural retrofitting
infrastructure projects

Existing buildings o f various facilities such as schools,
hospitals, medical facilities, anganwadi’s government
buildings etc located in earthquake prone areas might require
structural retrofitting to protect them from seismic risks.
Retrofitting these social sector services shall support essential
services in case of crisis.

■•
'
Structural

and

or

Retrofitting of existing buildings and
infrastructure facilities.
■

Services such as electricity, pipe water supply etc might also
require retrofitting or structural changes to reduce impact in
case of a hazard.
Structural.
W"--.'.V•
ttS
'
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Unsafe structure which are highly vulnerable cap cause loss
to life even if the intensity o f hazard is. low. Identification of

... •

infrastructure projects
■ ■ i;
fMM
.'
.: .
•. «A4..-'~ .'. .■'-.•••>•• 0
;■;v

V • /

fragile structure and demolition of structure which &re not
safe for living or for purpose o f demolition. It should also be
considered that heritage buildings should not be demolished
and should be retrofitted instead

f 'V'

£:Y

Cyclone/ Wind hazard
Sub-category

eitegoiy
Non - Structural

N on- Structural

Mitigation measure

Local
Planning
Guidelines

and

Planning

and

Non - Structural
'• Y 'A,

Review and Enforcement of Building
Resilience that include Cyclone
resilient Features in Coastal Cities,
Town and Villages.

: ■'

■

AA\■ • Y... _' " '
Non - Structural

Non-Structural

The mitigation measure can review and update local building
codes develop guidelines and manuals update its approval
systems etc to include safety from cyclone or wind hazard.

A Coastal Zone Regulatory Authority can be setup at State
r;l#eVfor management of marine resources and reserves forest
' .••
" •* on the coastline.
A ; A.
; .
j
• A ' A.
A fcY A .
1 ■' .•
!
Local
Planning
and Developing and reinforcing Coastal Coastal Regulation Zones can be reviewed and strengthened
regulation Zone Norms.
Guidelines
to incorporate measures to reduce any kind of risk from
cyclone/ heavy winds.

Local
Planning
Guidelines

and Strengthening early warning systems
. Ill#*
*i .
A1 4 1 1
■

N‘ • '

Descriptibn

Authority.

: : s id e lin e s
Non - Structural

B f t S p |||^ Y '

::k't £ m

p

V ■«
'
.
C
v&
tix , ■ v
>'■
v.£
:V
■
. A Y % A .A A :
Local
Planning
and Review and Enforcement of Building
Resilience that include Cyclone
Guidelines
resilient Features in Coastal Cities,
Town and Villages.
-Local-, Planning
Guidelines

and

Early warning system can be strengthening by prodding :
support for alternative channels o f communication mclbdihg
sets, Satellite phones, Radio, Community Radio,
Internet arid Loud speakers for communicatiotii during the
a A 'a a
■
Creation of Zonation maps to help in CRZ and land use,
identification of vulnerable locations and assessed probable
losses.

Development o f suitable- guidelines High wind speed damages roofs, bill-boards, hoardings etc
•human lives. There needs to be
• •■ •
■
A'.
,a
.A ..........

■ .
Non - Structural

.:

'
■

•

Local
Planning
Guidelines

Non - Structural

■

'

.
and

Natural Systems Protection

.
.

...

—.

■

Non - Structural

Structural

■

.........

■/ v V
■-

Structural

Structural retrofitting
infrastructure projects

or

Structural
•
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4
i

Support
for
windbreak
and
shelterbelt
plantations,
Coastal
vegetations and Green Cover
. : .
,r

'
'
. . ■■ .: ; -::1 '■
ktfflS w vR fa r
,/
*f ■*",
'
'
:■
V\ ■■.' ' . ■
Research, Education and Conduct Training and Certification in
Awareness
Earthquake resistant construction.
'
Structural retrqfit|ing or Retrofitting o f utilities and services.
infiastructure projects
' -'-My

. . *\ •&•.• • *.. . ,%
A'
■ ..

Incentive/ subsidy for comprehensive
state insurance covers to be provided
for person, their property and cattle
system.

n

. T

S

"

appropriate guidelines to ensure that these large bill-boards ,
and hoardings do not fiy away during heavy wind, or cause
damage to other structures, people etc.
4

1
|
Windbreak are structure which break the wind-flow and
reduce wind speed while Shelter beds are rows of trees or ]
shrubs, mangroves etc which are planted for protection of
crop against wind. These plantation should be promoted in
areas exposed to cyclone and heavy wind. Growing BioShields like mangroves, casuarinas Salicomia, Leucaena, a
triplex, palms, bamboo and other tree species to protect ,
against storm surges and high winds, are few examples.

Organise and capacity building and certification courses for
masons, architects, engineers, contractors and developers on i
cyclone resistant construction.
Heavy wind tends to destroy power supply and other utilities
which leads to disruption o f essential services, projects can
be done to provide underground power cable and utility lines
at
village level.
/ " v\- ?
. .
.
Strengthening
and
retrofitting Retrofitting for installing of robust telecom systems where
telecom services
the mobile towers must be able to bear wind load to ensure
communication during crisis. Other innovation in the field of
telecom should also be supported.
Construction of cyclone shelter
Local authorities can . cpnstruct shelters for people and
** s i s s H S
' ,tr l ; animals at safe locations, which can be utilised in case of a
cyclone, floods etc.

Sub-category

Category
Non - Structural

Local
Planning
Guidelines

banning

Description
and

Implementing Zonation and Land
use

arid Review of Local GUitfel
'

Developing data sets and utilising
technology for mitigation landslide

Non - Structural

Local
Planning
Guidelines

Non - Structural

Natural Systems Protection

Identifying hazard-prone areas based on parameters such as
geology, lithology, slope, vulnerable glacial lakes, snow
accumulation etc and doing infrastructure planning based on
probabilistic estimates of hazards.
landslide
Identification and inventory mapping o f critical infrastructure
and other vulnerable buildings. Development and
maintenance o f the database of community. Utilisation of
modelling techniques to create the hazard scenarios to get an
estimate o f probable losses. Multi-hazards risk mapping and
modelling of vulnerable areas.
Installaf idrt/Reriovation o f the drainage system/correction
minimize excess

|p

soli/ debris/ snbw or additig material to reduce the risk o f !
Is to prevent landslide1and artificial

s s iii

y

:s by dewatering
Structural
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Structural retrofitting
infrastructure projects

or

Implementation o f retaining projects that rely on construction
of structural elements includes construction of gravity
retaining walls, crib-block walls, reinforced concrete walls to

Non-Structural
>

V ; '.

- v .
•

Non - Structural

Non - Structural

prevent landslides. In case of Snow- installation of snow nets,
snow bridges, snow fence and snow galleries to prevent
avalanches.
Natural Systems Protection Afforestation to reduce disaster risks. Afforestation, especially using species which holds the soil
firmly is the best natural protection measure and employing
other techniques to prevent erpsion and deepening of
drainage channels and spill way are strategies of natural
■
'• A
system protection to reduce an y landslide risk
•
Research, Education and Organise awareness program for Conduct awareness program to Inform the community about
community members.
Awareness
the latest development for landslide/avalanche/Glacial Lake
Outbust Flood (GLOF)/Landslide Lake Outburst Flood
(LLOF) safety through meeting/brochures/pamphlets.
Increased awareness about the underlying risks reduces risk
o f natural hazard.
Hesearph, Educatipn and .Organise training and certificate Organise and capacity building and certification courses for ;
Awareness
masons, architects, engineers, contractors and developers on
mitigating risk of landslide through structural measures.
.
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y;JJd1’:-' j
Category
Non - Structural
Non-Structural
Structural

w

Sub-category
Local
Planning
Guidelines

and

Research, Education
Awareness

and

Structural retrofitting
infrastructure projects

or

Mitigation measure
Preparation of lightning incidences
maps
Increasing
Building

awareness*

Strengthening
infrastructure
vulnerability.

Description
Zonation map of occurrence of lightening hazards.

Capacity
' ■.

of
to

critical
reduce
the

Promotion and use o f lightning conductors in public
infrastructures and houses.

CHEMICA1j BIOLOGICAL RADIOLOGICAL NUCLEAR (CBRN)

Category

Sub-category

Mitigation measure

Description

Guidelines
;
|a-'jv>v .v.
' .-- .’r ~^<e'■*' fFQ.
. K jt .1
y 7 ;v. ■;;
Research, Education
Non - Structural
Awareness

N b n -S tn i'ctu raV p ^ Research,7 Education
Awareness
-.?£&f-:r
':
•;
.
■• :*
.-•>.♦•*-%
*; ' K
m'
|i
'
’4
■
:; -

/•
vand

. . . N l vCapacity building
different stakeholders

preparation of biological emergency plan should be there at
all levels.

program

„
for Capacity building, training, and awareness for local bodies /
community, line departments, and other stakeholders for
pandemic and chemical hazards and response to other CBRN
emergencies.

and j Education and Public Awareness
V/ ••-i’

Education and public awareness abdiit healtOh hazards from
CBRN and ^integration o f disaster management and
'■
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*

Guidelines
Non - Structural

zonation plans

Research, Education and
Awareness
.
Research, Education
Awareness

Non - Structural

and

and using GIS based risk mapping of different hazard.

Organising
capacity
program
to
reduce
vulnerability
• . .

building Awareness generation, capacity Building programmes
social including Psychosocial Care and Social Vulnerability j
Reduction. Mechanism should be developed to utilise the i
funds for addressing the behavioural aspects o f facing
: disasters among the school children.

Capacity building program for on
digital technologies

N on - Structural
V ■ /V
. ■Rssb

Non - Structural

Research, Education and
Awareness

Developing
database

Structural
/.. • _ -

Structural retrofitting , or
infrastructure projects

Retrofitting of critical services,

Structural retrofitting
infrastructure projects

Enhancement of emergency services
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it
4.

Strengthening research and development in field of disaster
risk mitigation by establishing network of research
institutions, knowledge base, developing research labs, DRR
labs etc.
:

' / ' R 1;
.i,R,

h:
; /_ ‘ <
/‘
Structural

Capacity Building on GIS tools and techniques can be
utilized in Disaster Mitigation modelling.

centralised

hazard

'
or

Developing an integrated database to build hazard profile of j
India. A database- which should have detailed information j
about history of hazards, intensity of hazard and its impact at
district and state level.

j

: Retrofitting and upgrading o f public health infrastructure,
pathology labs, and public health EOC structures, and other
j critical healthcare in^U iicturo- Strengthening of patient '
transport system from remotely accessible areas.
Enhancement of firefighting facility of Emergency Support
Functionaries (ESFs) o f districts having Major Accident
Hazard (MAH) units.

Annexure 3 Template - Pre-Feasibility Check
Name of Project
Fund

□ N ational Disaster Mitigation Fund
□ State Disaster M itigation Fund

For O fficial Use
P roject C o d e
Assigned to

A pplicant Details
N am e

1,1

-of

th e

1
A p p lican t

it* ®

D e p a rtm e n t/

O rganisation
T y p e o f O rganisation

'4;2-

'

*<

i .......•

O G o vern m en t D ep artm en t
O PSU

■

p

s i s v w

i-i l, j1 g

j

* ■- r ' ■

is

□ Academic/Research Institutions

*1

^

-

V . ■ - *. /. /

*

-r -

- -

J

1.3

A ddress

1.4

State

1.5

D i s t r ia ip iP ,... ... „ ..P

, , nOrganisation
0n MN o n -Gr o vern m en tal
□ O th ers

vfrj.V

1.6

...Clty

... ■ ■ ■

;-

1.7 ,
1.8

P ro ject - Point o f C o n tact

1.9

Nam e

Designation

Phone

Email

num ber
1.9.1
: /
1.9.2

T'Vv",
:y:

-■• V •

ip,# .'‘..'../rV'

■

•

“■■m g V'iV-

-

....... .. m m m m
'' . ■/ . ’fit- - ■

.v s *
.

#

1.9.3

1.9.5

2

O e tc )

2.1

le g a l Status o f O rganization

2.2

N a tu re o f business in India

.
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! '"

''

:'\’v

••

■»

: x. . ' .

R egistrar o f C om panies - R eference
N G O R egistration plum ber - ^
A ddress o f th e H eadquarters
V

A ddress o f th e Registered O ffice in India
A n y o th e r relevant inform ation

i' '•'»
P
- ;
Im plem entatio n Experience 3 (Inform ation o f 3 projects o f similar nature o r scale in the
i r
\
last 5 years

P ro ject I
N a m e o f C lie n t

■• ' «V>v;i .. /■ ;■
N a m e o f th e person w ho

' ?■!

□

'

Local Planning

and Regulations
'

□

N atural Svstem
System

Protection
□

Education and

Awareness
Program
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*

5.8

•

P ro ject D escription

'•

y ---y

. V.

(5 0 0 w o rd s max)
5.9

P ro je c t O b jectiv e

5 .1 0

P ro je c t G oals

5.11

/
-w.’ K~

P ro je c t A ctivities
■ ' •.• ‘v*-

•

.

'

5 .1 2

P ro je c t Partners

5.13

Im pact Indicators

5 .1 4

Proposed H um an Resource

5.14.1

A re a o f Expertise

• vV*/-.1

■ t -•

•> ' V; *'v.. r.-.*

* -PJ'-- i ■

5 .

N um ber

of

N u m b er

Resources

Resource

(P art-tim e)

(Full tim e)

r *• ;

of

*£$5^54 *; ^
: - ^r:;v

- 4.

'

P S IP W I? "

-■ : ’ -

■■■-*• ■-

7i , J-.\

.*,■

■ ■- '

i-’■>-

..Nrx
wise

budget

along

w ith

justification may be attached

r

i>j*•*

in A n n e x u re

■

:

6

D o c u m e n t C hecklist (As applicable)

6.1

C o v e r L e tte r / Endorsem ent

6.2

C e rtific a te o f Registration / Incorporation

6.3

Copy o f PAN

6.4

C opy of GST

6.5

C o m p an y P rofile w ith C o n ta c t details

6.6

.

•

- i t

C e rtific a te o f Incorporation fro m Registrar O f Com panies( R O C ) Relevant
stock exchanges to indicate th e nature o f business o f th e com pany/ N G O
reg istration C ertifica te

6.7

6.8
docum ents (M o U , C o n tra c t D ocum ents etc, W o r k o rd er + C o m pletio n
OR

Self C ertifica te o f C o m p letio n (C e rtified by S tatutory

C lie n t)! issued by th e C lie n t/D o n o r /
6.9
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Expression o f In terest fo r Partnerships

J

. -•

S s'

sections o f M em orandum o f Association o f th e company o r filings to the

certificate

*>

J •

Annexure 4 Template - Detailed Project Report (DPR)
Applicant Detail

2. Project Details
2.1 Project Overview
Project Title
Type O f Project
Total Estimated Budget

—-

!
□ Infrastructure Project
Project

□ Non-Infrastructure Project

□ Mixed
55,71

j

‘•45*

Duration Of The Project
2.2 Project Description
Summary O f The Project (Summarize The Project Scope, Rationale And Activities)
Goals(Describe The Overall Goals That The Project Proposes To Achieve)
Project Location
Site No.

ESiaBai

Village
_JL _ Ii

Block

District
'V .__ i

*

i . ...

............

........ . ... *

.. ...

Objectives And Outcomes (Describe The Outcomes To Be Achieved To Fulfil The Goal And The
Objectives Of The Outcome)
Objective 1
Outcome 1
Outcome 2
_ . :.
Outcome 3
--—

Objective 2

Outcome 2 m
. . . i .....
Outcome 3
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.......

... _

’

-------- --------- ----- ::

' '

. . L ..

....

/

J

.-

-■ ■ ■ —

.......

Assessments and Other Details

j Hazard Assessment

(Type o f hazard, history of hazard, name of the methodology followed for
assessment and summary o f result)- attach assessment report
Vulnerability and Capacities Assessment (Vulnerabilities and Capacities assessed- physical, social,
economic and ecological, methodologies followed and summary of the number of affected people,
infrastructure, household, public assets, ecological zones. Must include details of community
interaction- number of surveys, discussions and interviews and their result)- attach assessment report 1
and sample questionnaire

RISK ASSESSMENT (Applicant must describe the rationale for choosing the particular project,
detailing the project costs and benefits (qualitative and quantitative)- attach assessment report including
options analysis and cost and benefit analysis
Stakeholder Analysis (Applicant must provide a detailed stakeholder analysis, where all the
stakeholder sin the project are identified, listed and their role in the project is analysed.)
Mitigation Strategy ( Applicant must identify mitigation strategy adopted to address the ris, list out
all the mitigation measures that are adopted and justify rationale for the same. Explain How the I
proponent plans to achieve the objectives and outcomes, attach preliminary designs for infrastructure
j projects, maps in case of ecological projects,))
Cost-benefit Analysis (Conduct a Social- Cost benefit analysis which includes qualitative and
quantitative analysis of impact o f the project.)
: Planned Activities ( Applicant must list out all the proposed activities to meet mitigation strategy)
Implementation Plan ( Provide a detailed project implementation plan, Gantt chart etc to demarcate
all the millstones to be achieved in the project on weekly basis.)
Budget for Project Activities ( Submit a detailed budget document required
Reporting and Monitoring Arrangements ( Submit detailed monitoring plan mentioning indicators
against each objective that needs to be achieved, timeline for each evaluation etc.)
Conflict of Interest. (For any reason the current project may have similar criteria as any other running
project or if the project may result in an unfair situation for any involved stakeholder, this must be
mentioned at the here)
PROJECT BUDGET/COST OVERVIEW
Breakdown of costs
S.nb.

Objective/ activity.

/ . r ! .■■. A

Amount
•.......

- f t . ; ; . . ... ■

!
1

v ■■■
|

■ <: .
^ ‘ / .V
Grand total (a)

■ -

V

Ineligible cost (B)
...
... ... .
iLZ.... ___ _ __ ..... ................., .... ..
Contribution from other Sources (C)
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—

|
. ....

... ... ...

'
i

- ' ...........■'] j

Total eligible project cost (a-b-c)
..

.■

.

.

Fund requested from Mitigation Fund
4.2 How the costs been determined? (attach cost determination report)
Detailed cost estimate □

Tender Quotations □

Benchmark Rates □

Other □

MONITORING AND EVALUATION Template

ATTACHED DOCUMENT CHECKLIST
>•!». t f !)>| -! r»•
H aza rd Assessm ent R ep o rt
1

V u lnerab ility Assessm ent R e p o rt

3 .2

C o m m u n ity Interaction R ep o rt

1
!

3 .3

3*5
i p

s

p

Yes □

No □

Yes □

N o lD

1 Yes □

No □

Risk Assessm ent R e p o rt

,■1Yes
V ?? □ .•r - • • N o □
j Yes □
No □

C o s t^ n e fk A n a ly S is ^
~ 7
Prelim inary Design fo r Infrastru cture Projects

| Yes □

No □

iY e T c f^

No □

P ro je c t Plan ,

' Yes □

4 .2
C o s t D e te rm in a tio n R ep o rt
U ,---------------,
List o f all references used fo r research data

78

No □

Sample Q uestio nnaire
O p tio n Analysis
1

.vWi-.txiurO
; Yes □

• -

□

‘ Yes □ '

No □

Yes □

No □

i

